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ABSTRACT
This study documents the style and distribution of deformation present in Triassic-age gypsic and
carbonate caprock associated with the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall Salt Shoulder in the Paradox
Basin, Colorado in order to determine the mechanism and timing of deformation. Mapping of
gypsic and carbonate capstone facies shows that the caprock layering that was generated during
formation has been deformed by large-and-small-scale folding and faulting, brecciation, and
boudinage. Deformation within the caprock resulted in widely variable orientations along the
length of the salt shoulder, that also varies locally in intensity of deformation and with proximity
to the passively rising diapir on the inboard margin of the salt shoulder. Various hypothesized
deformation mechanisms were analyzed including: regional tectonic extension, regional tectonic
shortening, Triassic karst collapse, late-stage (Neogene) karst collapse, diagenetic crystal volume
change, radial faulting during Triassic diapiric doming, diapir topography-driven gravity sliding,
diapiric intrasalt shear, and late-Jurassic shoulder rollover folding and faulting.
The documented caprock deformation styles and trends, are interpreted to have formed in three
different stages. The first stage was diapir topography-driven gravity sliding caused by the
continued passive diapiric rise of the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall at the inboard margin of the
Triassic salt shoulder. Diapir topography-driven gravity sliding accounts for most of the
deformation documented including large and small-scale open and tight folding within both the
gypsum and carbonate caprock as well as carbonate caprock clast and Chinle/carbonate caprock
clast debris flow/slump deposits. The second stage, diapiric intrasalt shear occurred either
simultaneously with the first stage or shortly after. Diapiric intrasalt shear may have formed small
scale open and tight folding, and boudinage within the gypsum caprock layering. The third and
final stage of caprock deformation occurred significantly later than the first two stages and after
v

Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder development. This stage of deformation is due to late-Jurassic
shoulder rollover large-scale folding and normal faulting and is associated with salt withdrawal or
salt dissolution from the salt shoulder area. The third stage is responsible for downfolding and
minor fault-related off-set of the previously deformed caprock. Minor Triassic-age karst collapse
brecciation and small-scale tight-folding related to diagenetic crystal volume change is locally
present. Most of the mapped deformation within the caprock occurred directly after salt shoulder
formation within the first two deformation stages, and prior to overlap by the Chinle Formation
halokinetic wedge sequence (WHS-3). The inboard continued passive-diapiric rise-related
processes responsible for salt shoulder formation directly correlates with the processes needed for
diapir topography-driven gravity sliding, which is responsible for a majority of caprock
deformation at the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Salt shoulders are a recently recognized feature of steeply rising passive salt diapirs that
represent an abrupt, low angle, inward step of the diapir margin (Hearon, et al. 2015). Salt
shoulders form a transition zone at the top of the diapir between the subsiding adjacent minibasin
and the inboard part of the diapir that continues to rise passively (Giles et al., 2017) (Figure 1.1).
Recent studies suggest salt shoulders may be associated with regional unconformities and caprock
formation (Giles et al., 2017, McFarland, 2016, and Heness et al., 2017). However, to date, little
is known about how or why salt shoulders form and what the structures represent in terms of salt
tectonic evolution near the top of passive diapirs.

Figure 1.1: Schematic model illustrating a salt shoulder. The structure is an abrupt inward step
of the diapir (pink) margin. The outboard margin stratigraphy represents the subsiding minibasin
(yellow & red units). The blue units represent caprock formed on the salt shoulder. (Modified from
Giles et al., 2017).
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Recent new reconnaissance mapping of gypsic and carbonate caprock associated with a
Triassic-age salt shoulder at the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall in Paradox Basin (Figure 2.1) of
southwest Colorado shows that normally centimeter to meter-scale layering that is commonly
found in caprock assemblages (Warren, 2006; Kyle and Posey, 1991; Poe et al., 2018) is deformed
(Lerer et al., 2016; Poe et al. 2018). Types of deformation include large-and-small-scale folding
and faulting, brecciation, and boudinage, which result in widely variable orientations of caprock
layering. Currently, no detailed documentation of deformational styles, distribution, or trends
within the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder caprock has been attempted; nor has any relationship of
caprock deformation to salt shoulder formation been confirmed. This study documents the style(s),
distribution, and trends of caprock deformation in order to enhance our understanding of the
processes involved with and the controls on the caprock deformation. Ultimately, this work will
aid our understanding of processes associated with caprocks and its connection, if any, with salt
shoulder development on passive salt diapirs.
1.1 Significance
Salt shoulders are observed in many petroleum-bearing salt basins, such as the Gulf of
Mexico and Santos Basin, offshore Brazil (Demercian et al., 1993) (Figure 1.2), yet the mechanism
that forms salt shoulders has yet to be determined (Giles et al., 2017). Salt shoulders can act as
hydrocarbon traps especially if faulted or folded (Halbouty, 1982; Giles et al., 2017). Carbonate
caprocks may serve as prolific hydrocarbon reservoirs; for example, the Spindletop Field in
Beaumont, Texas (Kyle and Posey, 1991; Sassen, et al, 1991; Warren, 2006) (Figure 1.3). From
an oil exploration standpoint, it is important to understand how and where caprock deformation
occurs along a salt wall or salt shoulder because deformed caprock can either enhance the reservoir
properties of the caprock or create a migration pathway for hydrocarbon escape at the salt-sediment
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interface. This research contributes to the understanding of evolutionary processes regarding
passive salt diapirs and salt shoulders, and also provides insights into caprock formation that
betters our understanding of drilling opportunities or drilling hazards associated with caprock and
salt shoulders.

Figure 1.2: Seismic image of a salt shoulder (yellow arrows) observed in Santos Basin, offshore
Brazil. Seismic image interpreted by Mark Rowan (personal communication 2019).

Figure 1.3: Schematic geologic cross section of Spindletop salt dome, Texas Gulf coast (figure
modified from Spindletop–Gladys City Boomtown Museum Sketch by Halfdan Carstens in article
3

by Hennings and Lynch, 2017). The hydrocarbon trap at Spindletop Field is associated with a
steep-sided salt dome with caprock (blue) composed of limestone, anhydrite, and gypsum. As seen
in the figure, Lucas Well was drilled into the caprock which served a reservoir. Porosity within
the limestone cap, in the form of vugs, created viable space for hydrocarbons to store (Sassen et
al., 1991).
1.2 Caprock Formation
Caprock is described as an “insoluble residue” on the crest of a salt diapir left behind during
dissolution of halite by undersaturated groundwaters (Warren, 2006). This residuum is composed
mostly of less soluble evaporite minerals such as anhydrite, gypsum, sylvite, and karnalite
(Warren, 2006) (Figure 1.4A). In the presence of sulfate-reducing microbes associated with
hydrocarbons, gypsic/anhydritic caprock can be locally altered to carbonate caprock (Hallager et
al. 1990; Posey and Kyle, 1988; Warren, 2006) (Figure 1.4B). The process of caprock accretion
by underplating creates a layering in the overall caprock body (Posey and Kyle, 1988; Kyle and
Posey, 1991; Kyle et al., 1987; Warren, 2006), whereby the upper caprock layering is the oldest
assemblage while the lower caprock layering is the youngest (Warren, 2016). Typically carbonate
caprock is formed in the uppermost layers of the caprock because that is the where the
hydrocarbons accumulated that the sulfate-reducing bacteria utilized to alter the anhydrite/gypsum
caprock to carbonate (Melvin, 1991).
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A)

B)

Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of how calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate caprock forms as a
part of the salt system (Figures modified from Poe, 2018): A) Diagram showing undersaturated
waters being introduced to the salt body causing diapiric halite dissolution and the formation of a
vertically zoned insoluble residue at the crest of the diapir consisting of, in ascending order,
anhydrite and gypsum. The gypsic zone typically forms discontinuous lenses along the top of the
anhydrite. B) For carbonate caprock to form, it is hypothesized by Melvin (1991) and Warren
(2006) that the sulfate from the precursor anhydrite or gypsum is reduced by sulfate-reducing
microbes, fueled by hydrocarbons, that induce the replacement of calcium sulfate with calcium
carbonate caprock, and in the presence of sufficient magnesium, dolomite may form.
5

CHAPTER 2: GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND
2.1 The Paradox Basin
The Paradox Basin located in southeast Utah and southwest Colorado (Figure 2.1) is a
flexural foreland basin that developed along the southwestern margin of the Uncompahgre Uplift
during the Late Paleozoic (Barbeau, 2003). The Uncompahgre Uplift is the primary source of
Pennsylvanian-Permian siliciclastic sediments into the northeastern portion of the Paradox Basin
(Mack and Rasmussen, 1984). During the Pennsylvanian, the basin rapidly subsided and filled
locally with as much as 2500 meters of a cyclic succession of evaporite, dolostone, and shale
comprising the Paradox Formation (Barbeau, 2003; Trudgill, 2011).

6

Figure 2.1 Location map of the Paradox Basin with associated salt walls/anticlines. The study
area, Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, is outlined in red as the southernmost salt wall in southwest
Colorado (Modified from Barbeau, 2003 and McFarland, 2016).
During the mid-Pennsylvanian and lower Permian, a predominately nonmarine siliciclastic
wedge, known as the Cutler Group (Figure 2.2), locally deposited enough sediment on top of the
salt to cause differential loading of the underlying Paradox evaporite deposits (Cater and Craig,
1970), which triggered diapirism (Trudgill, 2011). Salt movement resulted in a series of northwest7

southeast trending salt walls that passively rose for roughly the next 75 million years (Figure 2.1).
Upward diapiric salt movement was relatively rapid during the late Pennsylvanian and early
Permian, but slowed down considerably during the Triassic (Baars and Stevenson, 1981). Passive
diapirism continued until the salt walls were buried in the late-Jurassic by the fluvial siliciclastic
Morrison Formation (Doelling et al., 1988; Trudgill et al., 2004).
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Figure 2.2: Stratigraphic column of rock units observed in the Paradox Basin showing major
depositional environments of units, tectonic events, salt diapirism history, and diapir dissolution

9

history (Adapted from Barbeau, 2003; Cater and Craig, 1970; Doelling, 1985; Olig et al., 1996;
Mack and Rasmussen, 1984; Trudgill et al., 2004).
Permian units onlap the Uncompahgre Uplift indicating the Ancestral Rocky Mountain
tectonism had waned (Cater, 1955; Cater and Craig, 1970). However, Triassic and Jurassic units
in the Paradox Basin have been noted by Cater and Craig (1970) to thin and upturn on the flanks
of the salt walls and thicken into the minibasins reflecting continued passive salt diapirism. From
the Late Jurassic through the Paleogene, all of the salt structures in the Paradox Basin were buried
with more than 1.6 kilometers of overburden. During the Sevier Orogeny (~105-75 mya) and
Laramide Orogeny (~80-40 mya), regional west-east shortening resulted in structural doming over
all diapirs and salt-cored anticlines (Figure 2.1) (Rasmussen, 2015). Normal faults striking parallel
to the salt structures are associated with late-stage, Neogene salt dissolution (Trudgill, 2011), when
diapirs were exhumed and the wetter climate of the Pleistocene led to amplified erosion,
dissolution, and collapse of the domed salt anticline roof rocks (Rasmussen, 2015).
This study focuses on the deformation of caprock on a Triassic salt shoulder developed on
the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall found in southwestern Colorado (Figure 2.1).
2.2 Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
Gypsum Valley Salt Wall is a northwest-southeast trending salt wall (Figure 2.3)
measuring approximately 48 kilometers long and 3.2 kilometers wide (McFarland, 2016). The salt
wall is a breached anticline confined by the Disappointment minibasin to the southwest and the
Dry Creek minibasin to the northeast (Figure 2.3). Gypsum Valley is geomorphically split by the
Dolores River into the narrower, northwest end known as Little Gypsum Valley and the wider,
southeast end known as Big Gypsum Valley.

10

Figure 2.3 Geologic map of Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, in the red box is the location of Little
Gypsum Valley and is where this study will focus (Modified from McFarland, 2016 and originally
drafted by Stokes and Phoenix, 1948).
Gypsum Valley gets its name from the exposures along the valley floor of modern gypsic
caprock capping the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. The valley is thought to have formed as a result of
dissolution collapse and breach of the salt anticline that occurred during the Miocene epoch (Cater,
1955; Stokes and Phoenix, 1948). According to Cater and Craig (1970), the collapse of the axial
part of the Gypsum Valley anticline occurred in two different stages. The first stage occurred in
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the early-Tertiary when the crest of the salt anticline was down-dropped as grabens. The second
stage occurred after the mid-Cenozoic uplift of the Colorado Plateau, which led to the rejuvenation
of streams and increased groundwater circulation, ultimately resulting in deep canyons becoming
incised into the overburden and eventually breaching the crests of the Gypsum Valley salt anticline
exposing the underlying salt to rapid solution and removal (Cater, 1955; Cater and Craig, 1970).
Pennsylvanian-Permian strata (Honaker Trail and Cutler Group) are confined to the south
side of Big Gypsum Valley where they are exposed in a vertical to slightly overturned megaflap
stratal panel (Escosa et al., 2019). The megaflap is progressively onlapped and overlapped by
Triassic through Jurassic strata. Regionally the basal Triassic unit within the Paradox Basin is the
nonmarine to marginal marine Moenkopi Formation, which does not have a surficial presence
where this research was conducted at Little Gypsum Valley. However, in the subsurface, well data
and 2D seismic show the Moenkopi Formation is present in the adjacent minibasins where it is
approximately 400 meters thick (Doelling, 2001; Trudgill, 2011). The first unit to onlap the
megaflap as well as the Triassic salt shoulder and caprock is the Triassic fluvial Chinle Formation
(Figure 2.2). Strata of Triassic through Cretaceous age flank Gypsum Valley Salt Wall and they
dip away from the salt wall. A series of recent studies show that the northwest end of Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall (roughly corresponding to the area of Little Gypsum Valley) was progressively
buried through salt shoulder development (McFarland, 2016; Heness, 2016; Bailey, 2020). The
Triassic Chinle salt shoulder event was the first in a series salt shoulder developments at Gypsum
Valley.
2.3 Triassic Chinle Salt Shoulder at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
The Gypsum Valley Chinle Salt Shoulder is limited to the north side of Little Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall where it forms a NW-SE trending discontinuous outcrop belt roughly 7
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kilometers long until the Triassic Chinle is no longer exposed at the surface (Figure 2.4). The
Triassic salt shoulder at Gypsum Valley comprises gypsic and carbonate caprock that is
progressively onlapped by halokinetic sequences developed in the Triassic fluvial Chinle
Formation (McFarland, 2016) (Figure 2.5). The caprock is shown to have developed prior to
deposition of the onlapping Chinle Formation based on the presence of caprock-derived dolomite
clasts within Chinle Formation fluvial channels facies (McFarland, 2016; Heness et al., 2017; Poe,
2018).

Figure 2.4 Geologic map Little Gypsum Valley Salt Wall showing the proposed extent of the
Gypsum Valley shoulder structure. Caprock (magenta) and the onlapping Triassic Chinle
13

Formation (red) (Modified from McFarland, 2016 and originally drafted by Stokes and Phoenix,
1948).

Figure 2.5: Cross-section A-A’ across the Bridge Canyon study site (refer to figure 2.4 for crosssection line location). Boxed in red is the Triassic Chinle Formation onlapping the magenta
Triassic caprock creating a “shoulder” geometry (Modified from Stokes and Phoenix, 1948).

2.3.1 Chinle Formation Shoulder Deposition and Evolution
Recent studies of the Chinle Formation fluvial facies and stratal architecture onlapping the
Gypsum Valley Salt Wall were completed by McFarland, 2016; Heness, 2016; and Heness et al.,
2017. These studies describe and interpret seven lithofacies associations, which are summarized
in Table 2.1. “FA” is short for facies association in the table below. FA1 is non caprock-bearing
channel-fill sandstone and stratified conglomerate, FA2 is a caprock-bearing channel fill sandstone
and stratified conglomerate, FA3 is a tabular shale, FA4 is an unsorted conglomerate, FA5 is a
caprock-bearing heterolithic channel fill, FA6 is a fossiliferous mudstone and sandstone, and FA7
is a paleosol. The distributions of these facies associations on the Triassic Chinle Salt Shoulder are
strongly controlled by salt tectonism that occurred during Chinle Formation deposition (Heness et
al., 2017).
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features that comprise the Triassic Chinle Formation at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.

Table 2.1 McFarland (2016)’s Chinle Formation facies associations, field photos, descriptions, colors, sizes, and sedimentary

McFarland (2016) and Heness (2016) recognized and interpreted four halokinetic wedge
sequences (WHS) of the Chinle Formation that progressively onlap and ultimately overlap the
Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder (Figure 2.6). The oldest halokinetic sequence, WHS-1 has a
maximum thickness of 12.5 meters before it pinches out by erosional truncation beneath the second
halokinetic sequence, WHS-2. This second sequence is approximately 27.5 meters thick and
pinches out by erosional truncation beneath WHS-3. The third halokinetic wedge sequence—
WHS-3, reaches a maximum thickness of 120 meters, where it overlaps the salt shoulder and thins
to 53 meters (Figure 2.6). The fourth halokinetic sequence was later recognized by Heness (2016),
where she subdivided McFarland’s WHS-3 into a lower and upper section (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 Modified summary fence diagram of McFarland (2016) and Heness (2016)’s Chinle
wedge halokinetic sequence WHS-1, WHS-2, WHS-3, WHS-4 succession and associated facies
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observed within each at the Gypsum Valley Chinle Salt Shoulder (modified from McFarland,
2016).
McFarland and Heness concluded these four halokinetic sequences are all locally bound
by unconformities less than 5⁰, each contain various stratigraphically unconformable relationships
with the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, each sequence thins towards the salt wall, and each sequence
contains fluvial facies that change with proximity to the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. When
analyzing the facies distribution within measured section, McFarland (2016) and Heness (2016)
found that each halokinetic sequence represents a period where sediment accumulation rate is
much greater relative to salt-rise rate. During WHS-1 and WHS-2, salt rise was relatively
increasing, however by WHS-3 and WHS-4, there was an overall up section decrease in salt-rise
rate relative to sediment accumulation rate, ultimately resulting in the burying of the salt shoulder
by WHS-3 and WHS-4. WHS-1 and WHS-2 are observed only at the outboard margin of the Chinle
Salt Shoulder (McFarland, 2016) and Heness (2016)’s WHS-4 outcrops above WHS-3 and is in
contact with the overlapping Jurassic Wingate Sandstone. WHS-3 is the only Chinle Formation
halokinetic wedge sequence observed onlapping the Triassic caprock and is investigated within
this study’s caprock deformation analysis.
To date, McFarland’s analysis of the onlapping Chinle Formation onto the salt shoulder
has brought the most pivotal information adding to our knowledge in regards to salt shoulder
formation. McFarland concluded that the salt shoulder at Gypsum Valley developed either during
or before WHS-3, and an overall decrease in salt rise rate during the Chinle Formation deposition
led to the progressive onlap and eventual overlap onto the Triassic Chinle Salt Shoulder (Figure
2.7). Continued salt rise at the inboard margin explains the presence of the FA4 debris flow facies
along the inboard margin and is observed at the base of WHS-3 (Figure 2.6), which is often found
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at the salt-sediment interface. The broad antiformal geometry of the Triassic Chinle Salt Shoulder
formed after Chinle deposition in association with post-depositional faulting that offsets strata
through the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone (Ronson, 2018). This broad folding and down toward
the diapir normal faulting (Figure 2.7F) is interpreted to be caused by a later-stage, post-Chinle
deposition dissolutional collapse event that ultimately resulted in a roll over anticline structure and
faulting located at the outboard margin of the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder (McFarland, 2016;
Heness et al., 2017).

Figure 2.7: Conceptual model of the development of the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder modified
from McFarland (201). (A) First Moenkopi-aged caprock formed at the crest of the salt body; (B)
Second, regional erosion stripped the Moenkopi Formation overlying the caprock on the salt
shoulder and resulting in erosional reworked carbonate caprock clasts to be shed mostly as debris
flows into the adjacent minibasin; C) WHS-1 onlapping the halokinetically subsiding Moenkopi
Formation; D) Continued inboard salt rise occurring, leading to continued subsidence across the
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salt shoulder and the onlap of WHS-2 onto WHS-1. E) Continued inboard salt rise, (with a slightly
slower salt rise rate) and subsidence of WHS-2 occurs, allowing for WHS-3 to overlap and cover
the salt shoulder. F) Late-Jurassic salt shoulder subsidence event occurring after deposition of the
Entrada Sandstone led to the formation of a broad roll over anticline at the outboard margin and
down toward the inboard margin normal faulting towards the outboard margin of the salt shoulder
(successional diagram “F” was modified by figures originally drafted by Langford, et al., 2020,
in preparation; and fault placement location penetrating the Jurassic Entrada down into the salt
is based on documentation from Ronson, 2019).
2.4 Gypsum Valley Salt Wall Chinle Shoulder Caprock
Previous work from Poe (2018) and Lerer (2018) classify the different caprock lithologies
(referred to as capstones) found on the Chinle Salt Shoulder at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall based on
their crystal mineralogy and fabric (Figure 2.8). They identified three different crystal
mineralogies: gypsum, calcite, and dolomite and four main fabrics types: massive, porphyritic,
layered (subdivided into microlaminated, laminated, or banded), and brecciated (subdivided into
crackle, mosaic, or disorganized). Poe (2018) created a generalized map of carbonate capstone
fabric distribution at Gypsum Valley and noted that the caprock layering was deformed. However,
she did not collect systematic structural data in either the gypsic or carbonate caprock. McFarland
(2016) mentioned dolomite clasts found within debris flow and fluvial channel facies of the Chinle
Formation and later, Poe (2018) confirmed that these dolomite clasts were dolomite caprock and
not dolomite clasts from the Paradox Formation. Poe’s analyses paired with McFarland’s facies
association analysis of the Chinle Formation confirmed that carbonate caprock at Gypsum Valley
is Triassic in age, and not dolomite beds derived from dismembering the Paradox Formation during
diapirism, and that the formation of caprock occurred completely prior to the deposition of Chinle
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WHS-3 onlap onto the salt shoulder. This study will build on the previous work completed at the
Triassic Chinle Salt Shoulder by focusing on the deformation within the caprock and
documentation of the different deformation styles found and their distribution, thus permitting the
timing and mechanism(s) of deformation to be determined.

Figure 2.8 The different types of capstone fabric variations along with criteria used to differentiate
(From Poe, 2018). Capstone fabric variations can be observed within gypsum, dolomite, and
calcite mineralogies (Refer to Poe, 2018 for details of capstone classification).
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2.5 Caprock Deformation Hypothesized Mechanisms
Various possible mechanisms of caprock deformation are postulated with predictive
structural styles and distribution trends (Figure 2.9). The postulated mechanisms include: 1)
regional tectonic extension, 2) regional tectonic shortening, 3) Triassic karst collapse, 4) late-stage
Neogene karst collapse, 5) diagenetic caprock crystal volume changes, 6) radial faulting during
Triassic diapiric doming, 7) Triassic diapir topography-driven gravity sliding, 8) diapiric intrasalt
shear, and 9) late-Jurassic shoulder rollover folding and faulting. The structural styles and
distribution trends documented in this study are compared to these hypothesized mechanisms in
order to constrain the origin(s) of deformation of the Chinle Salt Shoulder caprock at Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall.
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Figure 2.9: A) Regional Tectonic Extension: Map view of east-west regional tectonic extension
upon caprock. North-south trending faults would be present within caprock and overburden strata
extending into the upper-Tertiary units. B) Regional Tectonic Shortening: Map view of
deformation within caprock attributed to west-east compression of the Laramide Orogeny. Normal
faulting and synclinal shortening structures would form parallel to shortening direction within
both the caprock and overburden extending into early-Tertiary. C) Triassic Karst Collapse: Map
view of small-scale normal faulting observed on the outboard edges of collapsed structures and
the formation of collapse-related breccias or paleo karst structures, i.e. sinkholes and cavern fill
(2.12). D) Late Stage (Neogene) Karst Collapse: Map view of later stage, Neogene age, karst
collapse. Folding and faulting would be present within the caprock and overburden strata dating
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into the Neogene period. E) Diagenetic Crystal Volume Change: Map view of volume change
encountered by mineralogical alteration of caprock to other mineralogies/crystal structures.
Small-scale open and tight folding with possibility of small-scale faulting, and boudinage would
be expected to form. F) Radial Faulting During Triassic Diapiric Doming: Map view of if
continued diapiric rise occurring after caprock formation (mid to late Triassic), doming at the
surface would result in fan-like faulting tendencies within the caprock and overburden Triassic
strata. Differential rise would result in shear and offset of the caprock and overburden. G) Diapir
Topography-driven Gravity Sliding: Map view of if diapirism-driven topographic change leading
to gravity slide-related deformation within the caprock. It would be expected that large or smallscale tight-folding, small-scale thrust faulting, and mass wasting deposits would form. H) Diapiric
Intrasalt Shear: Map view of continuous folding within the caprock, which mirrors salt movement
in the subsurface. I) Late-Jurassic Shoulder Rollover Folding and Faulting: Map view of salt
shoulder collapse post-caprock formation and post-salt shoulder formation.

2.5.1Regional Tectonic Extension
Ge et al. (1996) proposed structures within the Paradox Basin were not caused by Laramide
compression like previously thought and were actually caused by extensional crestal collapse of
diapirs during a period of Basin and Range Extension (Olig et al., 1996). Due to the lack of
shortening structures and inner contractional zones within collapsed grabens, the existence of
echelon patterns of normal faults above diapirs, and the lack of association between sites of
maximum graben subsidence and proximity to surface water, Laramide compressional forces are
likely not the cause for normal faulting and folding across the Paradox Basin (Ge et al., 1996). Ge
et al. (1996) suggested that crestal collapse led by east-west extension could be observed in the
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middle of Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, where an indented graben is flanked by salt horns on both
sides (Figure 2.10), further south at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, a salt sheet overlays this same
indented graben structure (Cater, 1955). This extension is proposed to have taken place during the
mid-Cenozoic (Tertiary period) when west-east extension of the Colorado Plateau began (Ge et
al., 1996)
If regional extension caused caprock deformation, it would be expected that oblique-trending
(north-south) normal faults and fault-displacement folding would occur within both the caprock
and overburden strata up into the Tertiary units.

Figure 2.10: Cross-section through the middle of Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, where UpperCretaceous Mesaverde Formation subsided into the salt due to regional extension (red arrows),
causing oblique normal faults to form on the outer margins of the sat wall (image from Ge et al.,
1996, modified from Cater, 1955).
2.5.2 Regional Tectonic Shortening
The Laramide Orogeny occurred in the late Cretaceous-early Eocene and is responsible for
west to east compressional tectonism that caused the enhancement of pre-existing structures in the
western North American continent (Barbeau, 2003; Baars and Stevenson, 1982; Doelling, 2001).
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Regional overprint of Laramide compression according to others (Escosa et al., 2019; Mankowski
et al., 2002; Rowan et al., 2016) had little to no effect on the salt diapirs of the Paradox Basin,
however, if shortening associated with the Laramide Orogeny is linked to caprock deformation;
west-east shortening-related thrust faulting as well as gentle folding would be expected to deform
the caprock and younger overburden up into early-Tertiary age rock—extending off the ends of
the salt walls. Structures would be slightly oblique from the northwest trending salt wall, and
would trend with the Laramide west-east compressional direction.
2.5.3 Triassic Karst Collapse
Karsting is a topographic landscape formed when soluble rock, such as evaporite or
carbonate, dissolves or corrodes due to subaerial or subsurface water interaction (Bögli, 2012).
Karsting creates porosity within a rock body ranging in size from vugs to caverns. The increased
porosity may result in roof collapse or sink holes. Roof collapse would then result in breccias
composed of overlying lithologies and subsequent washed-in sediments and cements. If caprock,
either gypsic or carbonate were to dissolve and subsequently collapse, it would expected that
small-scale normal faulting and brecciation would occur within the caprock. Triassic karsting,
prior to Chinle onlap, would result in the formation of karst breccias at the Chinle/caprock interface
and the potential presence of collapse features (small-scale normal faulting) within the caprock
layering (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram displaying karsting of caprock layers prior to Chinle onlap. A)
Control diagram of caprock layering prior to dissolution. B) Dissolution occurs, creating
downward motion of caprock layering; C) Known regional erosion occurs stripping away the
Moenkopi Formation and beveling the upper caprock layering, creating a relatively flat surface;
D) Chinle uncomformably onlaps the caprock karst feature and residual caprock layering clasts
are incorporated in the basal units of the Chinle Formation.
Triassic karsting occurring within the caprock itself could result in “sinkholes” or
brecciated “paleokarst” features with caprock fragments and/or fill being present within a
collapsed carbonate structure (Loucks, 2007), in this case—collapsed carbonate caprock structure.
These paleokarst structures comprise a paleokarst system with six basic cave facies depicted in
Figure 2.12. These brecciated karst features, if found, would likely form in localized pods of
caprock outcrop, where the paleokarst structure was cemented together and preserved within
caprock layering locally.
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Figure 2.12: Paleocave system facies and features (Loucks, 2007). Facies 1) Undisturbed strata
or undisturbed host rock, Facies 2) Disturbed host rock around collapsed passage, Facies 3)
Highly disturbed strata composed of host rock, Facies 4) Chaotic Breccia or “collapse breccia
cavern fill” created by roof collapse, poorly sorted, granule-to-boulder size, commonly clast
supported, Facies 5) Fine-Clast chaotic breccia facies, typically laterally sorted granule-to-cobble
sized clasts, Facies 6) Cave-sediment cavern fill, carbonate and/or siliciclastic debris that
commonly displays sedimentary structures.

2.5.4 Late Stage Neogene Karst Collapse
Miocene uplift of the Colorado Plateau led to the rejuvenation of streams and increased
groundwater circulation, which ultimately led to the Gypsum Valley salt anticline exposure and
removal (Cater and Craig, 1970). If this large-scale dissolution of diapir halite and subsequent
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collapse led to deformation within the caprock, it would be expected that large-scale, salt wall
margin parallel, normal faulting and an associated large-scale anticlinal trend would be present
within both the caprock and overburden strata up into Neogene-age rock units. These
deformational structures would extend across the length of the diapir (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13: Schematic diagram of late-stage dissolution collapse and potential structural
outcomes. A) Salt body with associated caprock located at its crest; B) Dissolution of halite (and
potentially caprock); C) Dissolution collapse leading to diapir-parallel normal faulting of
outboard edges. Faults would extend within Neogene age strata and extend downwards into the
caprock.
2.5.5 Diagenetic Caprock Crystal Volume Changes
Diagenetic fluid-caprock interactions can occur at any time after the first caprock formed.
The gypsic and carbonate caprock at Gypsum Valley do not the initial stage of caprock formation,
which was most likely anhydrite. Therefore, the gypsum and carbonate caprock had to have formed
by diagenetic modification of the precursor anhydrite caprock, which potentially resulted in
mineralogic crystal volume changes prior to how the caprock is observed at the surface today (Kyle
and Posey, 1991; Poe et al., 2018; Poe, 2018; Brunner et al., 2020). A common example of
diagenetic alteration of caprock includes the hydration of anhydrite to form gypsum, which causes
a 30-60% volume increase (Hood and Underwood, 2001; Warren, 2006). This volume change from
hydration of anhydrite is known to cause deformation such as open or ptygmatic folding and small-
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scale thrust or normal faulting (Hood and Underwood, 2001; Jackson and Hudec, 2017) (Figure
2.14).

Figure 2.14: This figure, modified from Hudec and Jackson, 2017, depicts how chaotic folding
can form after mineralogic alteration takes place. According to Hood and Underwood, 2001, the
buckling from mineralogical competency differences caused by volume change increase from
anhydrite to gypsum and decrease in volume change from anhydrite to carbonate leads to these
ptygmatic folds (in white).
The diagenetic alteration will typically form in localized pods within the caprock in areas
where conduits for fluids to the caprock have formed such as faults and fractures. The resultant
structures will display no consistency in vergence from one pod to another. With a decreasing
change in volume within layers of caprock, resultant extensional stresses may form normal faults
or boudinage between layers of high and low (altering) rock competency (Jackson and Hudec,
2017). If deformation occurring within the caprock is attributed by diagenetic caprock crystal
volume change, it would be expected for small-scale open and tight folding, small-scale thrust or
normal faulting associated with folding, and small-scale boudinage to form within the Triassic
caprock layering.
2.5.6 Radial Faulting During Triassic Diapiric Doming
During passive diapirism the diapir roof (caprock and overburden strata) dome as the diapir
rises, which in turn produces hoop extensional stress within the caprock and diapir roof
stratigraphy (Carruthers et al., 2013). The hoop stresses caused by doming would result in radial
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and extensional faulting that would offset the overlying roof strata and caprock (Figure 2.15).
Hoop stress extension may result in stretching and resultant large-scale boudinage structures to
form within the caprock. Structures resultant of diapirism-related radial faulting at Gypsum Valley
would include large-scale radially faulting present perpendicular to the salt wall and large-scale
boudinage structures within both the caprock.

Figure 2.15: Structures associated with diapiric doming during passive rise. A) Cross-sectional
view showing doming-related outer-arc extension and radial faulting, B) Map view showing hoop
extension and radial fault formation related to doming (From Carruthers et al., 2013).
2.5.7 Diapir Topography-Driven Gravity Sliding
Gravity driven deformation occurs when coherent blocks of strata or sediment (or caprock)
detach along a detachment surface, mostly due to a topographic gradient change. At Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall, diapiric doming related to passive diapiric rise at the inboard margin of the diapir
provides ample topographic relief needed for subsequent gravity sliding and gravity sliding
deformation. If the diapir continues to rise or salt migrates towards the inboard margin of Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall, rock bodies/units adjacent to the rising salt would start to subside with the
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adjacent minibasin (McFarland, 2016; Giles and Lawton, 2002) generating a gradual or steeply
dipping slope enabling gravity slide structures/deposits to form.
Depending on when continued rise of the diapir occurred, strata directly adjacent to the salt
body would encounter deformation including, but not limited to, large- and small-scale open and
tight folding, thrust and normal faulting, and potentially the deposition of debris flow deposits. If
the inboard margin of the diapir rose during the Triassic, or prior to Chinle Formation
deposition/onlap, gravity-driven deformation structures would only be present within caprock
layering. If the salt evacuated/migrated from the Dry Creek Minibasin into the inboard margin of
the salt shoulder structure prior to the Triassic Chinle depositional onlap onto the salt, the salt—
without an established roof, would likely form small structural highs along the extent of the diapir;
which in turn could have caused the gradient change needed for caprock to slump or gravitational
glide down towards the outboard stratigraphy, detaching at the salt/caprock contact with failure
away from the established structural high. A topographic gradient created by inboard margin
diapiric rise after Chinle deposition would result gravitational deformation of both the caprock and
Chinle strata.
Depending on gradient, water content, and induration quality, different gravitational mass
wasting structures features could form, which are depicted in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram showing different types of gravity-driven downslope transport.
Notice cohesion decreases downslope. Within the interior of slumps, chaotic folding and minute
faulting, depending on the size of the package, occurs. Debris flows can contain broken-up slump
folds as well as other detritus from further up the section. Slides do not necessarily include water,
however slumps, debris flows, and turbidity currents must have water to increasing degrees (Redrafted from Shanmugam et al., 1994).

2.5.8 Diapiric Intrasalt Shear
According to Rowan et al. (2019), intra-salt competent layers can undergo extensional and
contractional forces depending on the proximity to the salt body center. Halite migrates like a
viscous fluid and flows fastest where it is thickest (Dooley et al., 2020). Viscous drag on the diapir
margin causes an “intra-salt shear zone” near the salt-sediment interface. Moving from the diapir
interior toward the margin of the diapir, salt flow greatly decreases; because of this, shear or
fracturing is not typically observed in surrounding strata (Rowan, 2017). However, caprock
(especially gypsic caprock) would lie in the shear gradient zone as it comes into contact with the
outboard strata. The weak lower gypsic caprock, closest to the salt body in this scenario would
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show the most shear/deformation and the upper dolomite caprock layering would be more intact
and roughly parallel to the orientation of the onlapping Chinle Formation siliciclastic strata. If
deformation within the caprock is directly related to salt movement and intra-salt shear at Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall, it can be expected that small or large-scale tight or open, disharmonic folding
within the gypsic caprock would mirror the projected movement of salt and where extension is
occurring, potential small-scale boudinage structures within the gypsum caprock could also form.
Carbonate caprock would fold until maximum tensile stress is met and layering would
subsequently break apart and subside towards the outboard margins of the diapir like the
overburden strata. The structures within the gypsum caprock would be small or large scale folding
or boudinage, forming relatively parallel with the salt wall, with more intense deformation
occurring towards the inboard margin of the diapir (Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram of intra-salt stresses (red arrows) and associated deformation of
competent layers (i.e. caprock layering: yellow). Salt flowing inboard into the salt wall from
surrounding minibasins (light blue arrows) would cause radial extension and contractional
structures towards the outboard margin of the diapir, and tangential compression and radial
compression towards the inboard margin of the diapir (image from Rowan et al., 2019).
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2.5.9 Late-Jurassic Shoulder Rollover Folding and Faulting
High-angle normal faulting and roll over folding trending parallel with the salt shoulder at
Gypsum Valley has been documented by Heness et al., 2017; McFarland, 2016; and Poe, 2018.
According to Heness et al. (2017), Ronson (2018), and Delfin (2019) faults associated with this
local deformational event, offset the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone, but not the latest Jurassic
Morrison Formation, suggesting this event occurred during the Late Jurassic. Similar faulting and
folding can be observed in the southeastern portion of Gypsum Valley, where faults caused by
gravity driven subsidence towards the salt are attributed to the large-scale Neogene halite
dissolution event previously discussed in this chapter. If a late-Jurassic large-scale halite
dissolution or salt evacuation occurred under the salt shoulder at Gypsum Valley and is responsible
for the faulting observed by McFarland (2016) and Heness (2017); due to the known timing of
caprock formation, it would be expected that these subsidence-related structures would affect the
caprock layering, offsetting and downfolding previously formed layers. Dissolution or evacuation
of halite from under the salt shoulder structure into the continuing rising portion of the diapir, is
projected to cause local subsidence-related down-faulting and anticlinal tilting of all caprock and
stratal units up into the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone (Figure 2.18). If this hypothesized
mechanism affects the caprock layering at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, it would be expected that
large-scale late-Jurassic faulting and folding would offset and downfold the previously formed
caprock.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic model of Mid-Jurassic salt shoulder rollover folding and faulting. A)
Cross-sectional view of the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder structure, prior to mid-Jurassic salt
shoulder rollover folding and faulting (carbonate caprock is light blue and gypsum caprock is
purple); B) Large-scale halite dissolution or salt evacuation under the salt shoulder structure
occurring in the late-Jurassic, resulting in down-ward subsidence of caprock and overburden
strata up through late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone; C) Resultant broad rollover folding and down
toward the inboard margin normal faulting. Notice all units from the caprock including Late
Jurassic units are roll- over folded and faulted.

Table 2.2 Summary chart of the potential caprock deformation mechanisms and their
corresponding predicted structures (predicted structures are shaded in green).
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Detailed mapping, image capture, and petrographic analyses were used to successfully
document the deformation styles, distribution, and trends within the Triassic caprock exposed
along the Chinle Salt Shoulder on the northern margin of Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. Detailed
surface mapping of the caprock and overlying Chinle Formation was performed at four field sites
(Figure 3.1) namely: The Nubbin, Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw. The Nubbin
field site is an erosional “window” into the caprock and measures approximately 550 meters from
north to south and 325 meters from east to west. Box Canyon is located towards the southeast of
the Nubbin and measures approximately 125 meters from west to east and 450 meters from north
to south. Continuing to move southeast, is Bridge Canyon, which is approximately 480 meters east
to west and 320 meters from north to south. Last of the four field sites, is the southernmost site,
Mary Jane Draw. Mary Jane Draw is approximately 4 kilometers long and 680 meters wide.

Figure 3.1 Location of the four field sites analyzed in this study. The northern most field site is
“The Nubbin”, moving southeast, is Box Canyon, then Bridge Canyon, then lastly our
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southernmost field site, Mary Jane Draw (Base map modified from McFarland, 2016 and original
drafting by Stokes and Phoenix, 1948).
Structural data was taken using Clino FieldMove application and QGIS on Dell Tablet to
better depict small scale (<1-meter scale) and large scale (>1-meter scale) alteration and
deformation within the caprock. Caprock capstone facies classifications developed in previous
studies (Poe, 2018 and Lerer, 2017) was used to gain a broad understanding of caprock fabric
placement, but neither study observed the orientation and types of deformation at all four field
sites. Drone footage was taken from Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw to better
observe potential large-scale deformation that cannot be captured using hand held photography
methods. The drone footage was also used for better aerial image base maps in QGIS. Petrographic
analyses of fracture fill, caprock fabric, and “brecciated zone” clast/fill samples were collected at
all four field sites to better understand cement varieties and differentiate questionable
mineralogical variance.
When completing a detailed map of the caprock, both gypsum and carbonate, the following
instruments and applications were used: Brunton compass, 1.5-meter Jacob staff with 0.1-meter
increments, MidlandValley’s Field Move Clino application on an Apple iPhone 10, QGIS
application on a Dell Tablet, and a DJI Phantom 4 Pro. The Brunton compass was used to take
orientations of caprock and overburden strata, and in some instances was also used with
accompaniment of the 1.5-meter Jacob staff to measure thicknesses of resilient carbonate beds.
Midland Valley’s Field Move Clino application was used to take orientation of the caprock and
was later added and processed on QGIS using the Dell Tablet. The DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone was
used to collect aerial imagery of the study areas to better evaluate large scale deformation and aid
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the low quality of base maps that were previously loaded on the QGIS application on the Dell
tablet.
Petrographic examination was used to determine microscale deformation or mineralogies
that could not be determined in the field. Samples were collected from all four field sites including:
matrices of brecciated units, carbonate clast inclusions, base of Chinle Formation debris flow
clasts/matrices, potential karst collapse clasts/matrices, and proposed diagenetically altered clasts.
These samples collected were cut into billets using a rock saw provided by The University of Texas
at El Paso, then were sent to Spectrum Petrographic to be cut, mounted, and stained for use under
the microscope. Samples sent off to Spectrum Petrographic were half stained with alizarin red-S
to determine calcite/dolomite content, and potassium ferricyanide to determine iron-rich
calcite/iron-rich dolomite. Samples were analyzed using a Leica DM750P petrographic
microscope provided by The University of Texas at El Paso. Observations were then documented.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Five distinct lithosomes were mapped across the four field sites: 1) dolomite capstone, 2)
calcite capstone, 3) gypsum capstone, 4) Chinle Formation siliciclastics, and 5) heavily altered
capstone breccia. In addition, each of the capstone lithosomes were subdivided into capstone fabric
type map units according to Poe et al. (2018) capstone fabric classification. The Chinle Formation
was not further subdivided on the four field site maps, however, a “Chinle Breccia Unit” is mapped
at all four field sites at the Chinle/caprock contact, which corresponds to McFarland (2016) Chinle
lithofacies association FA4: Unsorted Conglomerate Lens. The heavily altered capstone breccia is
mapped as “Capstone Breccia” and is further subdivided in this study as either a mass-wasting
transport flow deposit or karst collapse. It is important to mention that in this study capstone fabrics
are mapped as individual map units. Typically map units are lithologic units associated with a
regional stratigraphy, whereas in this paper, the capstone fabric map units reflect varying
diagenetic caprock mineralogies and fabrics. These units do not have a true thickness that can be
measured because they extend into the subsurface. However, caprock facies layering 0.25-3 meters
thick measured in the field, were extended into the subsurface in order to create schematic crosssections from the mapped units.
Structural data collected from the four field sites are shown on the map in the context of
which of the five lithosomes they were documented within. In this study (Table 4.1), faults are
subdivided according to size and measured offsets, whereby small-scale faults do not exceed 0.5
meters of offset and large-scale faults exceed 0.5 meters offset. Folds are also subdivided based
on size, whereby small-scale folds have limb to limb measurements smaller than 5 meters and
large-scale folds have limb to limb measurements greater than 5 meters (Table 4.1). Furthermore,
folds in this study are either open (interlimb angle of 150-70⁰) or tight (interlimb angle is less than
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70⁰). Other deformation structures were also observed at Gypsum Valley including boudins and
small-scale faulting associated with folding. It is important to mention that other secondary
dissolution structures like vugs are present locally within the caprock and bleaching within the
Chinle Formation are present locally.
Table 4.1: Large-scale and small-scale classification of faults and folds.

In the following sub-sections are detailed descriptions of all map units and structures found
within the five lithosomes. This is followed by detailed maps and cross sections from each of the
four field sites that show the distribution of the lithosomes and large-scale structures.
4.1 Descriptions of Lithosome Map Units
4.1.1Dolomite Capstone Units at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
Dolomite capstone is distinguishable in the field from calcite and gypsic capstone due to
its light brown-orange weathered surface color and non-violent effervesce when tested with 10%
hydrochloric acid. Rarely, dark purple dolomite capstone is present, but only at Box Canyon and
Bridge Canyon. Dolomite capstone units typically display a blocky, well indurated rock surface,
however if heavily weathered or eroded, can also be a flat, poorly outcropping recessive surface.
Dolomite capstone does not follow a particular orientation or dip trend with association with other
dolomite capstone units, whereas changes in orientation can be abrupt within meters of the next
adjacent outcrop. Dolomite capstone map units or fabric types observed at Gypsum Valley Salt
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Wall are either massive, porphyritic, laminated, crackle breccia, or disorganized breccia and are
further described below.

Dolomite Massive Capstone Unit
The dolomite massive capstone map unit is best described as a homogeneous dolomite unit.
Dolomite massive units are predominately orange tan-brown, but locally are light gray or purple.
This map unit, other than minor fractures and joints, is coherent and typically makes up blocky,
highly resistant outcrops (see figure 4.1). Dolomite massive capstone units are observed at all field
sites and is the most prevalent dolomite map unit observed at Gypsum Valley.

Figure 4.1: Field images displaying varying weathered surface colors of the homogenous
Dolomite Massive Capstone unit. A) Ledge forming orange-brown micritic dolomite capstone unit
found at Bridge Canyon, B) Light gray to white dolomite capstone unit found at The Nubbin, C)
Heavily weathered, non-ledge forming, purple-color variation of dolomite massive capstone found
at Box Canyon (15 cm. pencil for scale).

Dolomite Laminated Capstone Unit
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The dolomite laminated map unit is observed at all four field sites and is typically tanbrown with lighter-tan layering ranging from 3-10 mm in thickness. The alternations from light to
dark tan laminations are due to alternating crystal sizes. Darker laminae are micritic dolomite,
while lighter laminae are slightly coarser-crystalline dolomite. Laminae are commonly
discontinuous, irregular and wavy (Figure 4.2). Dolomite laminated capstone units are observed
at all four field sites.

Figure 4.2: Field photos of Laminated dolomite capstone. A) Tan, laminated dolomite capstone at
The Nubbin (19 cm field notebook for scale); B) Tan, laminated dolomite capstone at Bridge
Canyon (15 cm. pencil for scale).

Dolomite Crackle Breccia Capstone Unit
Dolomite crackle breccia fabric is predominately light-brown homogenous dolomite that
displays minor dislocation along small, 1-3 mm fractures (Figure 4.3). This fabric is observed at
all four field sites. Lastly, dolomite disorganized breccia is observed at Gypsum Valley. This fabric
is similar to the dolomite crackle breccia fabric, however the spacings between dislocated micro
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clasts are much greater. The dolomite crackle breccia capstone units are observed and mapped at
all four field locations.

Figure 4.3: Field photos of dolomite crackle breccia fabric. A) Tan dolomite crackle breccia
capstone unit at Box Canyon; B) Light brown dolomite crackle breccia capstone unit at Box
Canyon.

Dolomite Disorganized Breccia Capstone Unit
Dolomite disorganized breccia is found at all four field sites and rarely is this fabric not
observed with close proximity to either massive or crackle breccia dolomite capstone outcrops.
This unit displays disassociation of small (0.5-2 cm2)—either massive or laminated, dolomite
capstone fragments. The separation between these fragmented pieces vary, as do the orientations
(Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Field photos of variations of dolomite disorganized breccia fabric type. A) Tan
dolomite disorganized breccia capstone unit with minor folding towards base at Box Canyon (15
cm pencil for scale; B) Light brown dolomite disorganized breccia capstone unit at The Nubbin
(30 cm. rock hammer for scale).

Dolomite Porphyritic Capstone Unit
The dolomite porphyritic capstone map unit is a light brown-orange micritic dolomite
groundmass that contains white, radially arranged, terminated quartz or calcite crystals, termed
“rosettes”. Mineralogies of rosettes were interpreted using petrographic analysis by Poe, 2018.
These rosettes range in size from approximately 2-10 mm (Figure 4.5). Dolomite porphyritic
capstone units are observed at all field sights and the dolomite groundmass, containing the
secondary “rosettes” is observed as either a massive or crackle breccia fabric types.
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Figure 4.5: Field photos of the Dolomite Porphyritic capstone unit, rosettes are outlined in yellow
on all field photos. A) Dolomite crackle breccia groundmass with porphyritic rosettes at Box
Canyon (15 cm pencil for scale); B) Dolomite crackle breccia groundmass with porphyritic
rosettes taken at Box Canyon (15 cm. pencil for scale); C) Dolomite massive groundmass with
porphyritic rosettes from Mary Jane Draw. The rosettes in the photo are not as isolated as other
dolomite porphyritic outcrops, the rosettes are formed in more of a congregate pattern.

4.1.2 Calcite Capstone Units at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
The calcite capstone lithosome is predominately microcrystalline or crystalline calcite that
is light to dark gray, with occasional purple-maroon color variation. Depending on fabric or map
unit type, on a fresh surface, these rocks are light gray and occasionally white. Calcite capstones
are observed at Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw and can be further subdivided
into either massive, laminated, banded, or disorganized breccia map units. The different calcite
capstone fabric types are described in detail below.

Calcite Massive Capstone Unit
Calcite massive capstone units are composed of homogenous, micritic calcite commonly
containing coarsely crystalline calcite veins (Figure 4.6). This unit is typically light gray to dark
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gray on a weathered surface, with occasional purple-maroon color variations and light gray on a
fresh surface. In outcrop, calcite massive units terminate quickly and do not make laterally
coherent layering. Calcite massive capstone units can be observed at Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon,
and Mary Jane Draw.

Figure 4.6: Field photos of variations of calcite massive capstone units found at Gypsum Valley
Salt Wall. A) Purple-maroon color variation calcite massive unit found at Box Canyon (30 cm
rock hammer for scale); B) Calcite massive unit found at Box Canyon that is heavily fractured (30
cm rock hammer for scale); C) Calcite massive unit found at Mary Jane Draw (17 cm rock hammer
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head for scale; D) Calcite massive unit with small calcite-filled veins and vugs at Bridge Canyon
(16 cm pencil for scale)

Calcite Laminated Capstone Unit
Calcite laminated capstone on a weathered surface is dark gray with lighter gray, nearly
white laminae. The darker laminae correspond to coarser-crystalline calcite, while the lighter,
white laminae corresponds to finely-crystalline calcite (Poe, 2018). These laminations alternate
from light to dark and range in size from in size from 1-5 mm (Figure 4.7). Plastic deformational
features are observed within these units and laminations are never fully horizontal, folding within
alternating lamina is always present. Calcite laminated capstone units are observed at Box Canyon,
Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw.

Figure 4.7:Field photos of calcite laminated capstone. A) Purple gray calcite laminated capstone
unit found at Mary Jane Draw, notice the laminae ductiley folding and alternating between lighter
calcite and darker calcite (30 cm rock unit for scale); B) Interlaminted dark gray and light gray
calcite laminated capstone unit found at Box Canyon (30 cm rock hammer for scale).

Calcite Banded Capstone Unit
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Calcite banded capstone units are only observed at Bridge Canyon and Mary Jane Draw.
These units display alternating bands (0.5-2cm thick) of dark gray and light gray laminae. Lighter
bands are coarsely crystalline calcite, while darker bands contain significantly smaller calcite
crystals, nearly micro-crystalline (Figure 4.8C). Locally at Bridge Canyon, in Figure 4.8B, there
are small, 1-4 cm. dissolutional features, or vugs forming within the calcite banding. Much like
calcite laminated capstone units, calcite banded units can display irregular centimeter-scale folding
within alternating laminae.

Figure 4.8: Field photos of variations of calcite banded capstone unit. A) Light gray and dark
gray calcite banded capstone unit at Bridge Canyon; B) Light gray to dark-brown gray banded
calcite capstone with small vugs filled with crystalline calcite crystals at Bridge Canyon (13 cm
pencil for scale; C) calcite banded unit with microcrystalline calcite at the base transitioning
upward to a coarsely crystalline calcite (photo taken from Bridge Canyon).

Calcite Disorganized Breccia Capstone Unit
The Calcite disorganized breccia capstone unit is only observed at Mary Jane Draw and
Bridge Canyon. These units contain disaggregated dark gray or black massive capstone fragments
held together in a white or light gray matrix. The matrix is composed of a coarser-crystalline calcite
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than the micritic, microcrystalline calcite fragments it contains. The calcite capstone fragments
within the matrix are largely dislocated with no apparent gradation or imbrication (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Field photo variations of disorganized calcite capstone units. A) Dark gray micritic
calcite fragments within a white, coarsely crystalline calcite matrix at Mary Jane Draw (hand for
scale, B) Light gray to dark gray micritic calcite fragments within a white, coarsely crystaline
calcite matrix at Bridge Canyon (9x5.5 cm hand warmer packet for scale).

4.1.3 Gypsum Capstone Units at Gypsum Valley
Gypsum capstone units are exposed at Bridge Canyon and Mary Jane Draw. These units
are “mound” forming and mappable due to their white to light gray appearance in aerial
photography and on the surface. Gypsum capstones are composed of fine to coarsely crystalline
gypsum that locally can contain thin shale and carbonate “stringers”. At Gypsum Valley, gypsum
capstone covers the largest area. Gypsum capstone units typically do not form ledges, likely due
to gypsum’s high solubility. However, at Gypsum Valley, alluvial drainage cuts provide profile
views of the gypsic capstone and unveil complex fold systems. Mappable fabric units of gypsum
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capstone observed at Gypsum Valley include massive, microlaminated, and banded. In the
following sub-titled sections; these map units are described in detail.

Gypsum Massive Capstone Unit
Gypsum massive capstone units are homogenous gypsum units observed at the inboard
margin of the salt shoulder, towards the diapir. These units are white to gray on both fresh and
weathered surfaces (Figure 4.10). Gypsum massive capstone units form low mounds within the
base of Little Gypsum Valley. Gypsum massive capstone units can be found at both Bridge Canyon
and Mary Jane Draw field sites.

Figure 4.10: Field photos of variations of massive gypsum capstone units. A) Relatively coherent
massive gypsum capstone unit forming ledges at Bridge Canyon; B) Mounded massive gypsum
capstone unit observed at inboard margin of the diapir at Mary Jane Draw (30 cm rock hammer
for scale); C) Folded gypsum massive capstone unit at Mary Jane Draw (30 cm rock hammer for
scale).

Gypsum Microlaminated Capstone Unit
Gypsum microlaminated capstone units are only observed at Mary Jane Draw. Laminations
are between 1-4 mm in thickness. The light-colored lamina is coarsely crystalline gypsum, while
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the dark gray or black laminae is either finer-crystalline gypsum, organic material, or shaley
carbonates (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: Field photo of variations of gypsum microlaminated capstone unit. A) White and dark
gray wavy laminations of gypsum capstone at Mary Jane Draw (30 cm rock hammer for scale; B)
Gypsum microlaminated capstone underling gypsum massive capstone unit at Mary Jane Draw
(30 cm rock hammer for scale).

Gypsum Banded Capstone Unit
Gypsum banded capstone units are only observed at Mary Jane Draw. The bands within
this unit alternate from light-gray or white to dark gray or black and range in thickness from 1-6
centimeters. The dark gray or black banding is composed of fissile, calcareous shale material and
the light-gray or white banding is crystalline gypsum, giving way to the alternating light/dark
banding observed in Figure 4.12. These units are typically surrounded by gypsum massive
capstone units.
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Figure 4.12: Field photos of variations of gypsum banded capstone units at Mary Jane Draw. A)
Dark gray and white gypsum banded unit, potentially transitioning to a crackle breccia fabric (17
cm rock hammer head for scale); B) Gypsum banded capstone unit with black and white laminae,
black laminae is shaley and varies in thickness from 1.5-6 cm (30 cm rock hammer for scale); C)
Dark gray and white gypsum banded capstone unit with banding ranging in size from 1-4 cm (30
cm rock hammer for scale).

4.1.4 Chinle Formation Lithofacies at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
The Chinle Formation is a Triassic fluvial unit that outcrops all along the salt wall’s
northeastern flank and unconformably onlaps the Triassic caprock. In the introduction, the Chinle
Formation’s three halokinetic sequences determined by McFarland were discussed. WHS-1 and
WHS-2 onlapping the salt shoulder caprock could only be observed at one small outcropping at
Bridge Canyon at the outboard margin of the

salt shoulder. Whereas, WHS-3

onlapping/overlapping the Triassic caprock and salt shoulder is observed at all four field sites. The
majority of the Chinle Formation observed at Gypsum Valley is a red to orange-red siltstone with
resistant ledges containing siltstone, sandstone, and conglomerate (Figure 4.13). The Chinle
Formation in contact with the caprock is either siltstone or conglomerate. Chinle conglomerates
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found locally at the Chinle/caprock contact were mapped in this study as “Triassic Chinle Breccia”
units and are described and interpreted in the following sub-section.

Figure 4.13: Classic Chinle Formation found at Gypsum Valley, orange-red ledge forming
siltstone/fine-grained sandstone (this figure taken from Box Canyon, likely FA1 Chinle facies
association of McFarland, 2016).

Chinle Breccia Unit Description
Chinle Breccia Units can be mapped at all four field sites and have been found to occur
locally at the Chinle/caprock contact. McFarland (2016) and Heness (2016) also documented these
units present on the back side of Bridge Canyon, only occurring at the Chinle/caprock contact.
These units vary in thickness from 0.8-3.4 meters, averaging about 1.3 meters in thickness.
Chinle Breccia Units contain dolomite massive/laminated or calcite massive capstone
clasts as well as clasts of Chinle siliciclastic facies. These incorporated clasts lack organization,
have poorly sorted clast sizes ranging from 2-50 cm, and are poorly sorted in regards to
shape/roundness, varying from sub-rounded to sub-angular (Figure 4.14). The clasts have little, if
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any clast to clast contact and show no indication of gradation, sedimentary structures, nor
imbrication. Locally at Bridge Canyon, the incorporated dolomite capstone clasts can be partially
or totally dissolved leaving moldic porosity that is partially or totally replaced by calcite (Figure
4.14e). At Box Canyon, this breccia displays Liesegang discoloration/banding (difficult to
decipher different bands due to the heavily weathered surface) within this unit (Figure 4.14b).
Liesegang coloration is caused by numerous groundwater precipitation events occurring over long
periods of time (Wells et al., 2003). Liesegang discolorations can also be observed within Mary
Jane Draw Triassic Chinle Breccia units both in the matrix and within individualized dolomite
massive capstone clasts (Figure 4.14d).
The carbonate capstone and Chinle clasts within the mapped Triassic Chinle Breccia units
are suspended within a poor to moderately indurated calcareous-cemented, arkosic silty matrix.
The matrix of these units contains both angular quartz grains and sub-angular/sub-rounded chert
and lithic grains (Figure 4.15).
The general orientations of these mapped breccia units do not follow orientation of the
overlying Chinle Formation. At all field sites the geometry of these units are lense-like—pinching
out on either side, showing no structural coherence with surrounding Chinle strata nor caprock
layering.
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Figure 4.14: Field photos of variations of basal Chinle/caprock contact conglomeratic units
mapped as “Triassic Chinle Breccia”, carbonate capstone clasts are outlined in yellow. A) Box
Canyon Chinle Breccia Unit with calcite capstone cobbles (massive fabric type) that range in size
from 6-10 cm in a calcareous silty matrix with minimal clast to clast contacts (nearly matrix
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supported). Larger clasts are sub-rounded to sub-angular, while smaller clasts (1-8 cm) are subangular to angular. (30 cm rock hammer for scale); B) Field photo of another Chinle Breccia Unit
found at Box Canyon with large calcite and dolomite capstone clasts (massive fabric types). This
breccia unit is heavily weathered and has Liesegang discoloration (~25 cm field notebook for
scale); C) Chinle Breccia Unit found at The Nubbin containing mostly dolomite caprock (massive
and laminated fabric types) clasts ranging in size from 1-6 cm, with occasional cobbles measuring
>30 cm. This breccia has an approximate strike of 128⁰ and dip of 69⁰, whereas the overlying
Chinle has a strike of ~237⁰ and dip at ~07-13⁰ (19 cm field notebook for scale); D) Chinle Breccia
Unit at Mary Jane Draw where carbonate clasts have been secondarily altered by Liesegang
banding. Clasts are dolomite massive fabric type, however heavy weathering and secondary water
alteration complicates this determination. These clasts are angular to sub-rounded and are
suspended within a calcareous matrix. Clasts range in size from 1-5 cm (30 cm rock hammer for
scale); E) Chinle Breccia Unit at Bridge Canyon, dolomite caprock clasts (massive fabric type)
are sub-rounded and some clasts are undergoing dissolution and calcite replacement. This Chinle
Breccia is very thin and pinches out in ~0.8 meters, layer is only about 0.25 thick and topped by
Chinle siltstone beds (13 cm pencil for scale); F) Chinle Breccia Unit found at Bridge Canyon,
where dolomite capstone clasts (massive fabric type) are sub-rounded and range in size from 1018 cm and are suspended in a calcareous, poorly indurated matrix (25 cm field notebook for scale).
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Figure 4.16: Photomicrographs of variations of Chinle Breccia Unit matrix taken. A) The matrix
of a Chinle Breccia Unit at Box Canyon in plan polarized light; B) Same slide photomicrograph
as (A), switched to cross-polarized light. Notice the sub-angular quartz grains circled in white and
the sub-angular/sub-rounded chert grains circled in black.

Chinle Breccia Unit Interpretation:
Originally, Triassic Chinle Breccia Units were mapped to determine if they were caused
by Triassic karst collapse occurring at the Chinle/caprock interface, however, after mapping,
analyzing incorporated clast mineralogy, size and shape, and matrix cements in both the field and
in thin section; these units are interpreted to be equivalent to McFarland (2016)’s FA4 Unsorted
Conglomerate Lense Chinle Facies Association. In the next paragraph, McFarland’s interpretation
for how these units were deposited is summarized and accepted to be the mechanism for the
mapped Triassic Chinle Breccia Unit in this study.
The following features suggest the Chinle breccias were deposited as localized, small-scale
debris flows: geometry of units is lenticular or lense-like, only found at the Chinle/caprock
interface and the units contain both calcite and dolomite capstone clasts varying greatly in size,
shape and sorting. Thicknesses of these units vary in size from 0.8-3.4 meters, the thicknesses
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variations are interpreted to be caused by the debris flows flowing into pre-existing paleo-valleys.
The deeper the paleo-valley, the thicker the unit. The paleo-valley flowage concept also explains
the unit’s lenticular, lense-like geometry. McFarland (2016)’s interpretation of these units uses
Miall and Postma (1997)’s lithofacies descriptions to interpret these units as low-strength, pseudoplastic debris flows deposited from viscous, laminar, or turbulent flows.

4.1.5 Unorganized Altered Capstone Breccia Units at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
Capstone Breccias are present only within the caprock layering and are not proximal to the
Chinle Formation contact. These units are different from the Triassic Chinle Breccia Units because
these units are not observed at the contact of the caprock with the Chinle, lack Chinle siliciclastic
clasts, have variable distribution throughout the caprock layering, and do not contain the subangular/sub-rounded chert and lithic grains like the ones observed within the matrix of Chinle
Breccia Units.
Capstone Breccias are mapped in The Nubbin, Box Canyon, and Bridge Canyon field sites.
Each field site has a different varietal of Capstone Breccia and each are described and interpreted
in the following sub-section in association to the field site of which they are found.

Capstone Breccia Unit at The Nubbin
At The Nubbin field site, one Capstone Breccia Unit is mapped and is characterized as
more of a mega breccia, where angular capstone “blocks” are 1-4 meters in size and are chaotically
placed within a relatively unconsolidated “shaley” matrix. This outcrop is found within a modern
drainage and measures approximately 8 meters long and 3.5 meters thick, and does not follow any
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trend with adjacent caprock units. Folded dolomite capstones locally form individual blocks
(Figure 4.16). The capstone fabric type of these blocks is dolomite massive.
The matrix of this breccia contains abundant, angular detrital quartz grains, suspended
within a microcrystalline dolomite rich cement (Figure 4.17). This megabreccia does not alter the
structure of the overlying Chinle Formation and does not match any surrounding stratigraphy or
mappable caprock units.

Figure 4.16: Field photo capstone megabreccia with angular dolomite massive capstone
blocks ranging in size from 1-4 meters (outlined in dark blue). These blocks are lying within a
shaley matrix that is poor to moderately indurated (field party members for scale).
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Figure 4.17: Photomicrograph of The Nubbin megabreccia matrix. A) Plane-polarized light
photomicrograph of the dolomitic megabreccia matrix; B) Same thin section as (A) under crosspolarized light. Notice the abundant detrital, angular quartz grains in microcrystalline dolomite
matrix.

Capstone Breccia Unit at The Nubbin Field Site Interpretation:
Because this unit has poorly sorted clast size, shape, and orientation; this breccia was
interpreted as a debris flow or slump deposit that likely flowed from a structural high towards the
north of the image. The folding present within the dolomite capstone blocks follow a particularly
parallel trend. This nature and placement within a shaley matrix suggest the dolomite blocks were
once horizontal and were folded prior to being incorporated and rotated within the debris flow or
slump. The lack of inherited structure by the up-section, overlapping Chinle Formation suggests
this flowage occurred prior to the onlap of the WHS-3 Chinle deposition. Detrital quartz grains
present within the shaley matrix suggest that this debris flow must have occurred post-caprock
formation, either during or after silica-rich rock units were being deposited (either Moenkopi or
early-Chinle Formation deposition). This breccia is not interpreted as a Triassic karst collapse
feature due to the lack of block size gradation described by Loucks (2007).
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Capstone Breccia Unit at Box Canyon
At Box Canyon, this Capstone Breccia Unit is composed of dark gray, calcite (massive
fabric type) capstone cobbles suspended within a white/pink, poorly indurated floury calcareous
matrix. Box Canyon Capstone Breccias vary in capstone clast size from 6.5-33 cm and clasts are
sub-rounded to sub-angular (Figure 4.18). This unit is approximately 3.2 meters long and 0.8
meters thick. The white/pink matrix is composed of calcareous-cemented micrite (Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.18: Field photos of the Capstone Breccia Unit mapped at Box Canyon. A) The irregular
geometry and dimensions of the Capstone Breccia Unit (30 cm rock hammer for scale); B) Close
up field photo of the Capstone Breccia and the sub-angular, dark gray calcite capstone (massive
fabric type) clasts ranging in size from 6.5-33 cm (30 cm rock hammer for scale).
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Figure 4.19: Photomicrographs of the matrix found within the Capstone Breccia Unit at Box
Canyon. A) Photomicrograph of matrix ½ stained, ½ unstained with Alizarin-red S staining in
plane-polarized light. The dark red indicates the cement is composed heavily of calcite. B) Same
thin section as (A) in cross-polarized light, again showing the micro-crystalline calcite matrix.

Capstone Breccia Unit at Box Canyon Interpretation:
Much like The Nubbin Capstone Breccia, the Capstone Breccia Unit at Box Canyon has
poorly sorted clast size, shape, rounding, and orientation. These variables suggest this breccia
formed as either a debris flow or slump. Varying from The Nubbin, the Box Canyon Capstone
Breccia Unit does not contain any quartz grains within its matrix, suggesting that timing of the
debris flow/slump occurred when the caprock was subaerially exposed prior to quartz-rich
siliciclastic deposition. This Capstone Breccia was not interpreted to being formed by Triassic
karst collapse because no clast size gradation or paleokarst facies types could be determined.

Capstone Breccia Units at Bridge Canyon
Capstone Breccia found at Bridge Canyon is present within a calcite capstone unit located
towards the west-southwest portion of the study area. This unit contains dismembered calcite
capstone clasts, varying in fabric type and size, preserved in cemented by a calcareous cement.
Varying capstone fabric type transitions from banded calcite capstone towards its base, to
microlaminated/laminated calcite capstone, and is capped off with either being massive or fibrous
calcite capstone clasts (Figure 4.20). Calcite capstone clasts vary in size from 3-57 cm. Calcite
clast size is highly variable, however slight gradation from small-scale (~3-19 cm) to large-scale
(~30-57 cm) clasts can be determined.
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Figure 4.20: Field photo of Capstone Breccia Unit observed at Bridge Canyon. Notice the different
fabric types within the individual calcite capstone clasts and how the fabric type varies as you
move up towards the top of the structure. (white: calcite banded capstone fabric type, light blue:
microlaminated to laminated calcite capstone fabric type, dark blue: either fibrous (possibly
secondary calcite fill) and massive calcite capstone fabric (19 cm field notebook for scale).

Capstone Breccia at Bridge Canyon Interpretation:
Unlike other Capstone Breccias at The Nubbin and Box Canyon field sites, the Capstone
Breccia at Bridge Canyon contains clast size gradation, suggesting that this breccia is a potential
paleokarst breccia. The variance in capstone fabric type and dislocation nature of individual
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“blocks” are similar to that that make up a paleokarst breccia system according to Loucks (2007).
This unit shows no inheritance from the up-section Chinle Formation, suggesting that the breccia
was formed prior to Chinle Formation onlap. This unit is also well-preserved and cemented in
place, likely due to the structure forming within caprock layering prior to subaerial exposure.

4.2 Structures Documented Within the Different Map Units
Structures that are observed at Gypsum Valley within the mapped units include small-scale
and large-scale folding, small- and large-scale faulting, and rare local boudinage/extensional
structures. The following subsections document the different types of structures observed within
the map units at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. This is a broad overview of the structures; localized
structures are mentioned in the next chapter with correspondence to the field site of which they are
found.
4.2.1 Folding
At Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, small-scale and large-scale folding can be observed with the
caprock. A majority of large-scale folding can be assumed when analyzing opposing orientations
in aerial-map view, though cannot be determined when standing on outcrop. Small-scale folding,
which is very prevalent within caprock layering can be sub-divided as either open or tight based
on their interlimb angles. Folds were not observed within calcite capstone units, all folds were
observed within either dolomite or gypsum capstone units.
Open folding occurs within dolomite capstone at all four field sites. In this study, folds are
termed “open” because their interlimb angles are between 150-70⁰. These folds occur within
dolomite capstone and fabric types are either massive, crackle or disorganized breccia. Box
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Canyon had the greatest abundance of these folds. Variations of small-scale open folds are
documented in Figure 4.21. Variations of large-scale open folds are documented in Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.21: Variations of small-scale open folds observed within dolomite caprock units at
Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. A) Field photo taken at The Nubbin of a small-scale open fold occurring
within a dolomite disorganized/massive fabric capstone (19 cm field notebook for scale); B) Field
photo of a small-scale open fold of dolomite massive capstone taken at Bridge Canyon (30 cm
rock hammer for scale); C) Field photo of a small-scale open fold within dolomite
massive/disorganized fabric capstone taken at Box Canyon (30 cm rock hammer for scale); D)
Field photo of heavily weathered, dolomite massive fabric small-scale open fold found at Mary
Jane Draw (19 cm field notebook for scale).
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Figure 4.22: Variations of large-scale open folds found within dolomite caprock units at Gypsum
Valley Salt Wall. A) Drone image from Box Canyon showing large-scale open folding within
dolomite caprock; B) Drone image from Box Canyon showing large-scale open folding within
dolomite caprock; C) Field photo taken at Box Canyon showing large-scale open folding of
dolomite caprock (5’ 2” field assistant for scale).
Tight folds were also observed within both dolomite and gypsum capstone units. In this
study, a “tight” fold is a fold that has an interlimb angle of less than 70⁰. These folds are observed
within dolomite capstone units at The Nubbin and at Mary Jane Draw within gypsum capstone
units (Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23: Variations of small-scale tight folding within the caprock observed at Gypsum Valley
Salt Wall. A) Field photo from The Nubbin showing small-scale tight folding within dolomite
(massive fabric type) capstone (19 cm field notebook for scale); B) Field photo taken at The Nubbin
of dolomite massive/crackle breccia capstone tightly folded (30 cm rock hammer for scale); C)
Field photo taken at Mary Jane Draw within of tightly folded gypsum massive/microlaminated
capstone. This image was captured within a drainage inboard to the diapir (30 cm rock hammer
for scale).
4.2.2 Faulting
Small-scale faulting associated with small-scale open folding can be observed within both
the dolomite and gypsum capstone units at The Nubbin and Mary Jane Draw field sites (Figure
4.24). This faulting is likely due to buckling or thrusting that occurred while the folding was taking
place.
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Figure 4.24: Field photos of variations of small-scale faulting associated with small-scale folding
of the caprock at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. A) Small-scale faulting associated with small-scale
folding within gypsum laminated/microlaminated fabric capstone at Mary Jane Draw. This image
was captured within a drainage location that was proximal to the inboard to the diapir (30 cm
rock hammer for scale); B) Small-scale faulting associated with tightly folded dolomite
massive/disorganized breccia capstone taken at The Nubbin (19 cm field notebook for scale); C)
Small-scale faulting associated with folding of dolomite crackle breccia capstone at Box Canyon
(19 cm field notebook for scale).
Large-scale faulting can be observed within the Chinle Formation and Wingate Sandstone
units and cannot be determined to also penetrate down into the caprock layering due to float and
recessive or fragmented caprock cover. It is likely that these faults do penetrate through the caprock
and down into the diapir, however this cannot be confirmed due to modern alluvium or caprock
debris cover. Faulting within the overburden strata is observed at Bridge Canyon and Mary Jane
Draw (Figure 4.25).
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Figure 4.25: Field photo of large-scale faults observed within the Chinle Formation and Wingate
Formation. Note high angle normal fault within the Wingate Sandstone and Chinle Formation at
Bridge Canyon. This fault runs parallel to the salt wall plunging approximately 85-88⁰
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(McFarland, 2016), could not be determined to continue downwards into the below caprock units
(6-foot 1 field assistant for scale).
4.2.3Small-scale Boudinage
Boudins are only observed at Mary Jane Draw within gypsum caprock. These extensional
structures occur within microlaminated/laminated gypsum capstone units. The inner “boudin”
structures are composed of calcareous, fissile shales and the surrounding rock is microcrystalline,
massive/microlaminated gypsum (Figure 4.26).

Figure

4.26:

Extensional
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Draw
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microlaminated/laminated fabric gypsum capstone. Boudins are composed of fissile, dark
calcareous shale (30 cm rock hammer for scale).
4.3 Distributions of Map Units and Structures at Four Field Sites
4.3.1 The Nubbin
The Nubbin is the northern-most study area (Figure 3.1). The area is approximately 550
meters long and 325 meters wide (Figure 4.27). The Nubbin represents an “erosional window”
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through the Chinle Formation into the caprock layering within an elongate NE-SE trending
structural dome (see cross-sections in Figure 4.28).
The Nubbin contains only dolomite capstone units, which include massive, porphyritic,
laminated, crackle and disorganized breccia fabrics. Small-scale folding and minor small-scale
faulting associated with folding can be observed within the dolomite capstone units. In addition,
the dolomite capstone map units display curvilinear and arcuate outcrop traces that radiate outward
from the central part of the structural dome (Figure 4.29).
A heavily altered capstone megabreccia is present towards the southern end of the Nubbin
field site and contains large, 1 to 4-meter massive dolomite capstone blocks suspended in a shaley,
microcrystalline dolomite matrix (refer back to Figure 4.16 for field photo). This Capstone Breccia
cannot be determined to show arcuate shape and is not associated with deformation in the overlying
Chinle Formation. The Nubbin’s Capstone Breccia is interpreted to be a large-scale debris flow or
slump deposit that occurred prior to the Chinle depositional onlap.
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Figure 4.27: Geologic map The Nubbin field site containing mapped localities and orientations of capstone, Chinle, and breccia
map units.

Figure 4.28: Geologic cross-sections A-C at The Nubbin (see Figure 4.27 for cross-section line
locations).
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Figure 4.29: Simplified geologic map of The Nubbin with no orientation or labeling to show
curvilinear and arcuate outcrop traces that radiate outward from the central part of the structural
dome (labeled with white dashed line). Note that outside the curvilinear outcrop, outcrop traces
become more segmented (area within dashed black polygons).

4.3.2 Box Canyon
Box Canyon is the northwestern continuation of the exposed Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder
found at Bridge Canyon. This field site is approximately 450 meters long by 125 meters wide
(Figure 4.30). Box Canyon contains dolomite capstone units varying in fabric from either massive,
porphyritic, laminated, crackle and disorganized breccias (Figure 4.31). Unlike The Nubbin,
calcite massive and laminated capstone units can also be observed at this field site. This study area
is unique because of the abundance of folding observed within the dolomite capstone units. Similar
to The Nubbin, folds with minor faulting within the dolomite capstone units are present.
Box Canyon has a relatively small Capstone Breccia unit present in the central portion of
the mapping area (for field photo reference, refer back to Figure 4.18). This Capstone Breccia is
0.8 meters thick and 3.2 meters long and is interpreted to be a small debris flow that occurred prior
to Chinle onlap.
Much like the outcrop geometry at The Nubbin, Box Canyon capstone units display a
domal geometry with curvilinear, arcuate carbonate capstone outcrops radiating eastward towards
the Chinle Formation outcrops (Figure 4.32). The dips of mapped capstone units are chaotic;
however, the placement and nature of outcrop show a similar pattern to that observed at The
Nubbin (refer to Figure 4.29).
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Unlike The Nubbin field site, caprock layering could be observed utilizing Drone imagery.
Dolomite capstone layering at Box Canyon can be observed to gradually fold nearly parallel with
other folding capstone units (Figure 4.33).
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Figure 4.30: Geologic map of capstone, Chinle, and breccia map units at Box Canyon field site

Figure 4.31: Geologic cross-sections A-B at Box Canyon (see Figure 4.30 for cross-section line
location).

Figure 4.32: Simplified geologic map of Box Canyon with no orientation or labelling to show
arcuate carbonate caprock outcrop traces radiating outward from the central portion of the field
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area (labeled with white dashed line). Also, similar to The Nubbin, notice how carbonate caprock
outside the curvilinear outcrop becomes heavily disegmented and sparsely spaced.

Figure 4.33: Aerial drone images of irregular, roughly parallel dolomite caprock layering
(outlined in light blue) parallel to bedding in the Chinle Formation (shaded in red). A) Drone field
image of dolomite capstone units trending relatively parallel with the overlying Chinle Formation
bedding (image taken at south end of field site); B) Drone field image of dolomite capstone units
trending roughly parallel with overlying Chinle Formation (image taken proximal to the middle
of the field site, just southeast of the red “Chinle Breccia Unit” mapped in figure 4.30).

4.3.3 Bridge Canyon
Bridge Canyon is an exposed monocline on the Gypsum Valley Chinle Salt Shoulder. This
field site measures approximately 480 meters from west to east and 320 meters from north to south.
The backside of Bridge Canyon is where McFarland (2016) documented the sedimentologic and
structural relationships in the Chinle Formation. This study focuses on the front side, where gypsic
caprock can be observed towards the core of the salt shoulder anticline.
All mineralogies of capstone can be observed at Bridge Canyon (Figure 4.34 and Figure
4.35). Within the dolomite capstone units—massive, porphyritic, laminated, crackle and
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disorganized fabrics are present. Calcite massive, laminated, banded, and disorganized breccia
capstone units are observed. Massive gypsum capstone units can be found within the rolling hills
and on the backside of Bridge Canyon displaying large-scale folding (Figure 4.36). Unique to this
field site is the presence of secondary dissolution vugs present within both calcite and dolomite
capstone units (Figure 4.37).
Bridge Canyon contains a Capstone Breccia unit located towards the southwest portion of
the study area, where a potential paleokarst breccia can be observed in outcrop (for field photo
refer back to Figure 4.20). This structure contains different fabric types within the incorporated
calcite capstone clasts and fabric type varies moving move upwards towards the top of the
structure. The variance in capstone fabric type and dislocation nature of individual “blocks” are
similar to Figure 2.12 in the introduction, where individual facies are within a paleokarst breccia
system according to Loucks, 2007; therefore, this Capstone Breccia Unit was interpreted to be
caused by a karst collapse that occurred prior to Chinle onlap.
At Bridge Canyon, a high angle normal fault can be found on the salt shoulder monocline
penetrating through the Wingate Sandstone and underlying Chinle Formation (Figure 4.38). This
fault is a steeply dipping (85-88⁰) southwest, towards the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. Due to thick
Chinle talus and the rubbly, unconsolidated nature of the caprock, it was not possible to determine
if the extended into the underlying caprock. However, McFarland (2016) was able to demonstrate
that these same high-angle southwest trending faults can be observed on the backside of Bridge
Canyon and have been determined to be post-depositional faults offsetting strata up into the
Jurassic Navajo Sandstone Units. Poe (2018) and Brunner et al. (2019) concluded that the caprock
formed in the early or mid-Triassic, therefore it is highly probable that these faults also penetrate
the underlying caprock units.
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Bleaching within the Chinle Formation can also be observed, where typical orange-red
Chinle siltstone is bleached to a white or yellowish color along joints and fractures (Figure 4.39).
This bleaching is likely due to hydrocarbon migration along the faults and fractures (Beitler et al.,
2003).
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Figure 4.34: Geologic map of Bridge Canyon showing location and orientation of capstone, Chinle, and breccia map units.

Figure 4.35: Bridge Canyon cross-sectional views of lines A and B (see Figure 4.34 for crosssection line location).

Figure 4.36: Drone field image of large-scale fold of coherent gypsum massive capstone unit at
the backside of Bridge Canyon (white dotted line). Notice the coherent gypsum caprock bed
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trending parallel with the overlying Chinle Formation (red) (drone image taken by Josh
McFarland (2016).

Figure 4.37: Field photos of variations of vug structures at Bridge Canyon. A) Field photo of vugs
observed within dolomite massive fabric at Chinle Formation/Caprock interface. Euhedral
secondary calcite crystals are growing in the interior of this structure due to the dedolomitization
process (16 cm pencil for scale); B) Field photo of a vug found within calcite massive fabric,
blocky secondary calcite crystals are growing in the interior (16 cm pencil for scale).
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Figure 4.38: Field photo of normal fault at Bridge Canyon cutting through the Wingate Sandstone
and Chinle Formation, and potentially the caprock. This fault runs parallel to the Gypsum Valley
Salt Wall plunging approximately 85-88⁰ (McFarland, 2016) (6-foot 1 field assistant for scale).

Figure 4.39: Field photo of heavily jointed and fractured Chinle Formation outcrop with localized
bleaching.
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4.3.4 Mary Jane Draw
Mary Jane Draw is the fourth and southernmost field site of this study (Figure 3.1). The
area gets its name from a large incision or “draw” located at the northern half of the site. Mary
Jane Draw field site is approximately four kilometers long and 680 meters wide.
Mary Jane Draw contains all three mineralogies of capstone and has the largest exposure
of gypsum caprock at the surface (Figure 4.40 and Figure 4.41). Dolomite capstone fabrics
observed include massive, porphyritic, laminated, crackle and disorganized breccias. Calcite
capstone fabrics present at Mary Jane Draw include massive, laminated, banded, and disorganized
breccia. Forming the rolling hills that are found on the inboard margin of the salt shoulder structure
(southern part of this study area), is gypsum caprock, which can be observed as either massive,
banded, or microlaminated fabric units.
Dolomite and gypsum caprock layering can be observed within drainages of Mary Jane
Draw. This layering can be followed for an average ~10 meters before it becomes heavily
dismembered into small fragments or terminates under alluvium/into the subsurface (Figure 4.42).
Unlike other field sites, the gypsum caprock at Mary Jane Draw displays complex structure
including multi-sequence tight and open folding, minor faulting associated with fold buckling, and
boudin structures.
Within the Chinle Formation a fault can be observed (Figure 4.43). This fault offsets the
Chinle Formation ~2 meters and dips at a high angle of ~85-88⁰ southwest, and strikes parallel to
the trend of the salt wall. Stokes et al. (1948) mention many diapir parallel faults like this one are
present at Mary Jane Draw (see Figure 4.40 for normal faults documented by Stokes and Phoenix,
1948). These faults cannot be determined to penetrate the caprock due to heavy alluvium and
unconsolidated caprock cover. Like Bridge Canyon, bleaching of the Chinle Formation’s orange-
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red siltstone/fine-grained sandstone can be observed where the Chinle Formation is heavily
fractured and jointed (Figure 4.44).
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Figure 4.40: Geologic map of capstone, Chinle, and breccia map units at Mary Jane Draw field site.

Figure 4.41: Geologic cross-sections A and B at Mary Jane Draw. Refer to Figure 4.39 geologic
map for locations of cross section lines.

Figure 4.42: Field photo of layering of caprock that can be observed within drainage cuts at Mary
Jane Draw. A) Dolomite capstone layering (light blue dotted lines); B) Gypsum capstone layering
(light blue dotted lines).
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Figure 4.43: Field photo of fault present within the Chinle Formation. Fault offset of caprock
could not be determined due to modern alluvium and rock fall cover.

Figure 4.44: Field photos of the Chinle Formation at Mary Jane Draw. A) Typical Chinle
Formation observed at Mary Jane Draw without staining (~30 cm rock hammer for scale); B)
Chinle Formation section displaying yellow to white staining along joints/fractures (~30 cm rock
hammer for scale).
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4.4 Results Summary
Table 4.2 Summary Table of lithosome deformation types and locations observed at the Chinle
Salt Shoulder, Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.

Summary of Capstone Fabric/Map Unit Distribution
Dolomite caprock units are observed at all four field sites. Within dolomite capstone units,
massive, crackle, disorganized breccia, laminated and porphyritic fabrics are observed at all four
field sites, with dolomite massive fabric being the most common. Calcite capstone units are
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observed at Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw. At Box Canyon, only massive and
laminated calcite capstone fabrics are observed, though at Bridge Canyon and Mary Jane Draw—
massive, laminated, banded, and disorganized breccia fabrics are observed. Gypsum capstone units
are only observed at Bridge Canyon and Mary Jane Draw. Bridge Canyon contains only gypsum
massive fabric units, whereas Mary Jane Draw has massive, microlaminated, and banded gypsum
capstone fabrics. Mary Jane Draw contains the greatest variety of both capstone composition and
fabric types. The diversity of capstone composition and fabric types decreases progressively to the
northwest, where The Nubbin contains the least variety.
The caprock displays a crude compositional stratigraphy. Compositional capstone variation
in descending order from the contact of the basal Chinle Formation with the caprock is: dolomite,
calcite, gypsum capstone with the dolomite to calcite transition locally juxtaposed in patches and
the calcite to gypsum transition locally juxtaposed in patches (refer to figure 4.36 to see “patchy”
dolomite outcropping shaded in blue on the backside of Bridge Canyon). Carbonate caprock is
only observed in close proximity to the overlying Chinle Formation and is oriented relatively
parallel with the overlying Chinle stratigraphy. Dolomite capstone typically directly underlies the
Chinle Formation and it is mostly dolomite massive fabric. Gypsum caprock is observed mostly
proximal to the inboard margin of the diapir where it is also highly deformed as well. Gypsum
exposed at the outboard margin in Bridge Canyon is layered and oriented parallel to the overlying
dolomite caprock and Chinle Formation strata (refer to figure 4.36 for field photo of coherent
gypsum (shaded in white) oriented roughly parallel to dolomite (shaded in blue)). The
northwestward progressive decrease in capstone compositions is most likely related to the
progressive northwestward decrease in erosional exposure level through the caprock
compositional stratigraphy.
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Summary of Structural Trends of Capstone Map Units
Caprock fabric type does not play a significant role in types of structures that are found
within caprock, however mineralogical trends with deformational trends can be shown. Most
folding, both large and small-scale open and tight folds occurs within either gypsum massive
capstone layers or dolomite massive capstone layers. Very little deformation is observed within
the calcite capstone units other than microscale, ptygmatic folding observed within laminated
calcite capstone fabric outcrop. Gypsum caprock deformation intensifies as you move away from
the contact with carbonate caprock towards the inboard margin of the salt shoulder.
Seven different styles of deformation affected the caprock at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall—
small-scale open folding, small-scale faulting associated with small-scale open folding, smallscale tight folding, large-scale open folding, small scale boudinage structure, caprock brecciation,
and arcuate outcrop nature (Table 4.2). Box Canyon contains the greatest concentration of small
and large-scale open folds in comparison to other field sites. However, Mary Jane Draw contains
the most variety of structures; including small and large-scale open and tight folding, faulting
associated with small-scale folding, and boudinage structures.
Small-scale Open Folding
Small-scale open folding is observed at all four field sites and predominately occurs within
dolomite capstone units. At The Nubbin this folding occurs within dolomite massive or
disorganized breccia capstone units. At Box Canyon, this folding occurs within dolomite massive
and disorganized breccia fabric capstone units. At Bridge Canyon, small-scale open folding occurs
within dolomite massive capstone units. At Mary Jane Draw, small-scale open folding is observed
in both dolomite massive capstone units and gypsum massive/laminated capstone units, but not in
the adjacent calcite capstone.
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Small-scale Tight Folding
Small-scale tight folding is present only at The Nubbin (within dolomite massive and
disorganized breccia capstone units) and at Mary Jane Draw (within massive and laminated
gypsum capstone units). Due to limited exposure at The Nubbin, it cannot be determined if these
tight folds are present in the underlying subsurface gypsum capstone. At Mary Jane Draw tight
folds are observed within the gypsum caprock located proximal to the inboard margin of the salt
shoulder. Folding of gypsum caprock is most likely present within all the gently rolling gypsic
hills that make up the valley floor at Gypsum Valley, however, due to modern surficial diagenesis,
these folds were likely highly altered/recrystallized at the surface and can only be observed in the
walls of recently cut drainages.
Large-scale Folding
Large scale folding is inferred by caprock orientation trends in map view. By using this
technique, all four field sites contain large scale folding. Some large-scale folding was also
captured by drone aerial imaging at Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw. At Box
Canyon, dolomite capstone units can be found broadly folding in a roughly parallel manner. These
folds are oriented relatively parallel with the broad folding documented in the overlying Chinle
strata with an axial trace parallel to the outboard margin of the salt wall. On the backside of Bridge
Canyon, broad gypsum folding can be observed with a fold axis perpendicular to the trend of the
salt shoulder (refer to Figure 4.34 for location of large-scale fold and Figure 4.36 for field photo
of large-scale fold). Here, the Chinle Formation orientation is also the same as the underlying
dolomite and gypsum. At Mary Jane Draw, the drone images captured both gypsum and dolomite
large-scale folding in a roughly parallel manner. Dolomite large-scale folding at Mary Jane Draw
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was found towards the inboard margin of the diapir, though not as inboard as the gypsum largescale folding. Both structures are relatively parallel with the northwest-southeast trending salt wall.
Large and Small-scale Faulting
Only small-scale, no large-scale faulting was observed in the caprock. At The Nubbin, Box
Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw, small-scale faulting can be observed in association with small-scale
open and tight folding. At The Nubbin, these small-scale faults associated with folding are within
dolomite massive/disorganized breccia capstone units. At Box Canyon, a small-scale fault is
associated with a small scale open folded dolomite crackle breccia unit. At Mary Jane Draw, these
small-scale faults are present within the tightly folded gypsum capstone unit. These faults
terminate outside each outcropping and cannot be seen to penetrate surrounding capstone units.
This faulting is along tight hingelines within the folds.
Boudinage
Boudinage structures are observed within gypsum massive and gypsum laminated capstone
units only at Mary Jane Draw. The boudins are composed of a dark, calcareous fissile shale
surrounded by microcrystalline massive or laminated gypsum units. These structures can only be
found in one area of a single drainage, towards the inboard margin of the diapir.
Arcuate Caprock Outcrop Geometries
Arcuate carbonate caprock outcrop traces can be observed in map view at both The Nubbin
and Box Canyon field sites. At both field sites these geometries are composed of only dolomite
capstone units and the bow-like outcropping trends radiate outward towards the outboard
stratigraphy.
Summary of Chinle Formation Map Units Results
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The Chinle Formation in depositional contact with the caprock is typically an orange-red
siltstone to fine-grained sandstone with local fluvial channel conglomerates or alluvial debris flow
breccias containing dolomite massive/laminated or calcite massive capstone clasts. Chinle Breccia
Units found at the Chinle/caprock contact were previously documented and interpreted as postcaprock formation debris flows by McFarland (2016). In this study, the Chinle Breccia Units were
mapped at all four field sites for potential determination of any relationship to the underlying
Capstone Breccia Units, which there was not.
The Chinle Formation dips north-northeastward uniformly between 6-25⁰ along the salt
wall, however, at The Nubbin field site the orientation is dipping to the south-southwest on the
western margin of the site, due to the doming nature of the local area.
Summary of Unorganized Altered Capstone Breccia Units Results
The unorganized altered Capstone Breccia Units are observed at The Nubbin, Box Canyon,
Bridge Canyon field sites. These breccias contain dolomite and calcite capstone clasts, varying as
either massive or laminated fabric type. Capstone Breccia Units are irregularly distributed within
the caprock layering and have no sedimentary petrographic attributes associated with the overlying
Chinle Formation and Chinle Breccia Units—meaning these units lack lithic and chert grains, have
no Chinle clasts, and are present meters below the contact with the Chinle Formation. At The
Nubbin, the Capstone Breccia Unit’s matrix contains detrital angular quartz grains and is
interpreted as a debris flow or slump. The Capstone Breccia Unit at Box Canyon is also interpreted
as a debris flow or slump, however within the matrix, no quartz grains were observed. At Bridge
Canyon, the Capstone Breccia Unit is interpreted as a karst collapse. The small outcrop of this
collapse structure at Bridge Canyon is still preserved, heavily cemented in place by calcite, and
shows clast size gradation; suggesting that this unit is not caused by mass-wasting or transport and
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the brecciation occurred in place. The collapse occurred likely when calcite capstone layering
underwent dissolution, either due to aerial or groundwater exposure; and overlying calcite capstone
units collapsed into the underlying dissolution void. At all Capstone Breccia Units mapped, no
inherited structure within the overlying Chinle Formation is found, therefore suggesting the
Breccia Units collapsed or transported prior to the WHS-3 Chinle Formation depositional onlap.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1 Viable Caprock Deformation Mechanisms of the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder
The following discussion reviews the plausibility of each of the nine hypothesized caprock
deformation mechanism in light of the analysis of map units and structural styles and trends
documented at Gypsum Valley and within the Paradox Basin in general.
Regional Tectonic Extension
Ge et al.,1996 suggested that east-west extension during the late Eocene to Oligocene,
likely associated with Basin and Range tectonism (Olig et al., 1996), caused crestal collapse at
Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. Eocene to Oligocene-age extension would cause north-south trending
normal faulting and parallel fault-drag folding to occur within the caprock and overburden strata
extending through the entire Triassic through Tertiary section. Within the Little Gypsum Valley
study area at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, Tertiary units are not present and no north-south trending
normal faulting or associated drag folding is present within the caprock or overlying Chinle
Formation. Therefore, regional tectonic extension is not the cause of deformation within the
caprock associated with the salt shoulder.
Regional Laramide Orogeny Tectonic Shortening
Regional tectonic west-east shortening during the late-Cretaceous-Eocene Laramide
Orogeny could have enhanced pre-existing structures at Gypsum Valley. However, the consensus
amongst previous studies is there is relatively minimal effect on the Paradox Basin salt diapirs
from Laramide regional compression (Baars and Stevenson, 1982; Mankowski et al., 2002; Rowan
et al., 2016; Escosa et al., 2019. Rowan et al. (2016) suggest there is little to no evidence of bed
shortening at the top of the megaflap structure to the south at Big Gypsum Valley and Escosa et
al. (2019) suggests a small, gentle fold at this same megaflap structure was caused by minor diapir
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rejuvenation during the subsequent Laramide Orogeny. No Laramide-age shortening structures
extend off the ends of the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall further supporting this consensus. If west-east
regional tectonic shortening were to have deformed caprock, north-south trending thrust faulting
and folding present within caprock layering as well as the overburden units up into the earlyTertiary would be expected. This large-scale folding and faulting would be expected to be largerscale and would extend off the end of the salt walls into the surrounding stratigraphy. Small-scale
folding and faulting in the caprock has no consistent orientation and does not extend into the
overburden or off the ends of the salt wall. Thus, field observations conducted in this study paired
with previous research conducted by others at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall ultimately suggests that
regional compressional forces did not cause the faulting nor folding within caprock layers.
Triassic Carbonate Karst Collapse
Triassic karst collapse is a potential mechanism for generation of the Capstone Breccia
Unit found at Bridge Canyon. This unit displays a similar size gradation pattern of collapsed clasts
found in other karst collapse systems (Loucks, 2007). This breccia is found in a localized, isolated
location within the caprock. The Capstone Breccia Unit at Bridge Canyon does not show any sign
of transport like the Capstone Breccia Units observed at The Nubbin and Box Canyon. This unit
displays clast size gradation organization and is heavily cemented; suggesting the breccia was
caused by dissolution collapse in place and was not caused by mass-transport. The breccia likely
formed as a result of calcite capstone dissolution and calcite capstone collapse.
Late Stage (Neogene) Halite Dissolution Collapse
Faulting related to late-stage dissolution of halite has been documented to have occurred
at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall in the Late Paleogene (Miocene) to Neogene (Elston and Landis,
1960; Cater, 1970), and at Moab Salt Wall (Gutiérrez, 2004). Diapir overburden subsidence on
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vertical normal faults are interpreted as accommodating salt wall dissolution (Guiterrez, 2004). At
Bridge Canyon, a series of northwest-southeast trending vertical normal faults, progressively
downstep to the south, and offset strata from the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone down into the
Triassic Chinle Formation and likely continue into the underlying caprock (Heness et al., 2016;
McFarland, 2016). Though these faults display common trends with the faults observed by Cater
(1955), Elston and Landis (1960), and Guiterrez (2004) at Gypsum Valley; Heness et al. (2016)
states that the Bridge Canyon faults do not offset the late-Jurassic Morrison Formation, indicating
cessation of faulting late-Jurassic. Though this faulting maybe be associated with halite dissolution
collapse, it is not related to a Neogene event, but rather an older dissolution event that occurred in
the late-Jurassic.
Diagenetic Crystal Volume Change
Structures associated with volume changes from the hydration of anhydrite to form gypsum
are observed in many evaporite systems and are known to cause complex folding and buckling of
polymineralic evaporite bodies. Volume-change-generated complex fold systems are observed in
layered evaporite sequences and within evaporite bodies, however most deformation occurs at a
centimeter-scale (Jackson and Hudec, 2017; Hood and Underwood, 2001; Rowan et al., 2019).
Small-scale tight folding present within the individual laminae of calcite laminated and banded
capstone units at Box Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw (see field photo examples in
Figure 4.7) could be attributed to this diagenetic crystal volume change. The small-scale folding
and associated buckle-fold faults documented at Mary Jane Draw could have also formed by this
diagenetic process.
Though documentation exists on the style of folds occurring in relationship to the hydration
of anhydrite to gypsum caprock, there is no study that documents the style of deformation
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associated with volume changes during the transition of evaporite caprock to carbonate caprock.
The following is a summary of the styles of deformation documented in other carbonate caprock
studies in order to form a basis of comparison to Gypsum Valley carbonate caprock.
In the Flinders Ranges of South Australia, dolomite caprock (Rim Dolomite) can be found
at the diapir-sediment interface between the Patawarta Diapir and Ediacaran-aged Bunyeroo
Formation (Kernen et al., 2019). The Rim Dolomite was recently reinterpreted by Kernen et al.
(2019) as Precambrian dolomite caprock based on that it is found exclusively at the salt-sediment
interface, has no sedimentary interfingering with the outboard Bunyeroo Formation, lacks
sedimentary structures and fossils, contains several recognized capstone fabrics, and contains
silica-replaced gypsum rosettes (indicative of precursor gypsum mineralogy). The Rim Dolomite
has meter-scale layering and lamination, but displays no significant folding, faulting, or brecciation
(Kernen et al., 2019). If the Rim Dolomite formed by the same processes as the carbonate caprock
at Gypsum Valley and underwent the same diagenetic alteration of anhydrite/gypsum to dolomite
as the carbonate caprock at Gypsum Valley, it would be expected similar deformation styles would
be present within the Rim Dolomite; which is not the case.
Posey and Kyle (1988) mentioned that calcite caprock developed on U.S. Gulf Coast salt
diapirs contains distinct layering of diagenetically modified evaporite or carbonate material
forming at the crest or sides of salt diapirs, however they too do not mention any significant
deformation within these layers similar to that observed within Gypsum Valley caprock. This
suggests that diagenetic crystal volume change likely does not have a lasting, outcrop-size effect
on deformation of carbonate caprock, therefore this mechanism likely did not cause the outcropsize folding, small-scale faulting, brecciation, and boudinage within caprock associated with the
Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder. Though this mechanism was eliminated for outcrop-size
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deformation, the tight ptygmatic folds within the laminae of calcite laminated and banded capstone
units are much smaller (centimeter-scale), therefore could perhaps be caused by diagenetic crystal
volume change. These much smaller-scale fabric structures likely formed during the preliminary
volume changes encountered from the hydration of anhydrite to form gypsum, then during
diagenetic alteration from gypsum to carbonate, these fabric structures were inherited and now
present within the laminated calcite fabric units.
Radial Faulting During Triassic Diapiric Doming
In the latest Jurassic, most Paradox Basin diapirs stopped rising and were buried by the
Morrison Formation (Elston et al., 1962; Trudgill and Paz, 2009). However, previous studies show
that Big Gypsum Valley Salt Wall was still passively rising through deposition of the late-Jurassic
Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation (McFarland 2016; Heness et al, 2017; Delfin, 2019;
Bailey 2020; Soltero, 2020). If Triassic diapiric doming caused radial faulting, it would be
expected that relatively perpendicular to the salt wall, radially-splaying faults would be present
penetrating both the caprock layering and overburden strata up into Triassic-age units—which has
not been documented in the study area, although Escosa et al. (2019) described this style of faulting
in the southeastern end of Gypsum Valley. Diapiric doming causes extensional stresses or “hoop
stresses” to form, which in turn could cause the formation of large-scale domal anticlinal structures
or large-scale boudin structures within overburden strata. No radial faults, large-scale anticlinal
structures, nor large-scale boudin structures were documented within the salt shoulder strata nor
caprock layering, therefore this previously hypothesized mechanism was eliminated.
Diapir Topography-Driven Gravity Sliding
Gravity-driven deformation detached on salt is not uncommon in passive margin salt basins
and is observed in the northern Gulf of Mexico, Brazilian Santos Basin, Atlantic margin of
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Morocco, the Angola margin, Cadiz in western Iberia, the Red Sea, and the North African
Cretaceous passive margin in Tunisia (Masrouhi et al., 2014). This is a common occurrence likely
because salt can serve as a detachment for gravity-driven mass wasting and deformation (Hudec
and Jackson, 2007). Salt tectonics, or the movement of salt and its associated deformation can be
solely driven by gravity in the absence of significant lateral tectonic forces.
For gravity-driven deformation to occur within the Chinle caprock layering, it would be
expected that structural highs would be present at or near the found deformational structures. The
structural highs needed for gravity-driven deformation or slide would likely be attributed to
continued diapirism at the inboard margin of the salt shoulder. Because 1) folding and small-scale
faulting structures are only observed within the caprock layering and not within the onlapping
Chinle Formation, it is implied that gravity flow-driven caprock deformation occurred prior to
Chinle Formation depositional onlap and 2) the Triassic-age Chinle strata up into the JurassicMorrison Formation is known to thin and onlap onto the Gypsum Valley Salt Wall; these
understandings indicate that the diapir was continuing to passively rise and was serving as a
topographic high for gravity flow-driven caprock deformation (Bailey, 2020; Delfin, 2019;
McFarland, 2016; Soltero, 2020).
Differential loading in the Dry Creek minibasin likely controlled the rate of salt migration
towards the inboard margin of the salt shoulder as the diapir continued to passively rise, creating
sufficient topographic highs for gravity slide-related deformation to take place (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of Little Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. A) Little Gypsum Valley Salt
Wall prior to salt shoulder formation with caprock (both evaporite and carbonate) at the top of a
passively rising diapir and minibasin subsidence of Permian and early-Triassic strata; B) Erosion
of the diapir Moenkopi roof, salt shoulder formation, and inboard continued passive rise of Little
Gypsum Valley Salt Wall creating the structural high needed for downslope gravity slide of the
caprock.
Small-scale open and tight-hinged folding, small-scale faulting associated with small-scale
folding, and brecciation could all be caused by gravity-flow related to passive towards the inboard
margin of the salt shoulder. If the salt wall had a discontinuous, non-smooth crest, structural highs
could have caused the already formed carbonate caprock to gravitational glide along the
salt/caprock detachment surface, generating all the modes of deformation observed within the
Triassic caprock at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.
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The structural highs needed for gravity-slides likely formed sequentially, either prior to or
during deposition of the Chinle halokinetic wedge sequences. All four Chinle sequences contain
debris flow facies that contain carbonate caprock and WHS-3—which regionally onlaps the
caprock, is only broadly folded and does not inherit the deformational style(s) of the underlying
caprock. This implies that gravitational sliding formation was generated and ceased prior to Chinle
WHS-3 onlap onto the caprock.

Diapiric Intrasalt Shear
Currently, no association of caprock deformation with intrasalt movement has been
documented in the scientific literature, however the mapped structures of both the carbonate
caprock and gypsum caprock found at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall documented in this study are
consistent with the expected structures created by intrasalt shear during salt flow (ideas adapted
from Fiduk and Rowan, 2012; Jackson and Hudec, 2017; Jackson et al., 2015; Kryzywiec et al.,
2018). Halite, evaporites, and carbonate rocks have different mechanical properties. Halite, under
typical geologic strain rate, flows like a liquid at both the surface and subsurface. Evaporites
deform visco-elastically and can move relatively easy with halite (Jackson and Hudec, 2007;
Weijermars et al., 1993). Carbonates are much stronger and do not have the same mechanical
capabilities as halite and evaporites to flow; therefore, if stresses act upon carbonate, the rock can
only fold to its maximum mechanical integrity before it breaks and segments, and deforms brittlely
(based on assumptions drawn from Rowan et al., 2019’s “competent” layers of within the salt).
When analyzing the maps of the four field sites of this study, it is apparent that the Gypsum
Valley carbonate caprock outcrop is disarticulated and does not form continuous layers like the
carbonate caprock observed in Flinders Range Australia by Kernen et al. (2019) and deformation
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within gypsum caprock at Gypsum Valley becomes more intense towards the inboard margin of
the salt shoulder. As salt is flowing beneath the underlying gypsum caprock towards the inboard
margin of the salt shoulder during continued passive salt rise, carbonate caprock above the ductile
gypsum caprock can either fold until maximum mechanical integrity is met and subsequently break
apart, or carbonate caprock can raft outboard, detaching randomly in accordance to where the salt
movement occurred (based on assumptions drawn from Rowan et al., 2019’s “competent” layers
of within the salt). While the salt is continually rising, it is inferred that carbonate caprock (not
gypsum caprock) is deforming in concert with the Chinle Formation based on: 1) all carbonate
caprock is mapped within close proximity to the overlying Chinle Formation (gypsum caprock
occurs down-section, towards the inboard margin of the diapir), 2) carbonate caprock layering
orientation parallels the overlapping Chinle Formation, and 3) disarticulation of carbonate caprock
units’ trends are relatively parallel to the salt wall where they could have been detached by intrasalt
shear.
Gypsum caprock units have the capability to move mechanically with the movement of the
underlying salt. Salt flows the fastest where it is the thickest (Dooley et al., 2020), therefore,
gypsum caprock—being a crestal entity of the salt body, would be most deformed moving inboard
towards the thickest portion of the salt wall (Dooley et al., 2020). In drainages at Mary Jane Draw,
this study shows that gypsum caprock layering becomes more intensely folded towards the inboard
margin of the rising salt diapir, further confirming that tight folding within the gypsum caprock
could be correlated with the faster movement of salt. Gypsum caprock is only found within the
inboard margin of the salt shoulder, where it was not disarticulated and rafted like the overlying
carbonate caprock layering.
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Intrasalt shear and associated deformation within the caprock could have caused small or
large-scale open folds within gypsum and carbonate caprock, small or large-scale tight folds in
gypsum caprock, small-scale faulting associated with the buckling of folds within both gypsum
and carbonate caprock, and could cause extensional stresses needed for boudinage structures to
form; all of which are observed within the caprock at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.

Late-Jurassic Shoulder Rollover Folding and Faulting
At Gypsum Valley Salt Wall, multiple publications mention a large-scale anticlinal fold
with normal faults striking parallel to the salt shoulder structure observed on the backside of Bridge
Canyon (Heness et al., 2017; McFarland, 2016; Poe, 2018; Langford et al., 2020 in preparation).
The faults are found inboard of the sharpest bend of the fold and extend through the Triassic Chinle
Formation up into the mid-Jurassic Navajo Sandstone (the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone does
not outcrop at Bridge Canyon, however Ronson (2018) states that, by following these faults north,
these faults also offset the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone). This faulting does not offset the
latest-Jurassic Morrison Formation, suggesting that these faults formed in the late-Jurassic and
post-salt shoulder formation (Heness et al., 2017; McFarland, 2016). Alluvium and heavy debris
cover prevented the ability to follow these faults into the underlying caprock, however it is inferred
that these faults do penetrate through the caprock and detach along the underlying salt. This
assumption is based on known caprock formation age (Triassic-age by Poe, 2018) and carbonate
caprock layering striking relatively parallel with the overlying Chinle Formation.
New data from Soltero (2020), show that the overlying Morrison Formation at the south
end of Big Gypsum Valley, displays synclinal depositional fill that was deposited over the
anticlinal fold and associated faulting exposed at the salt shoulder on the backside of Bridge
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Canyon (for diagram reference, refer to Figure 5.2F). This synclinal geometry likely depicts a
later-stage Morrison-age salt shoulder-type structure.
Because all deformation within the caprock occurs only within the caprock layering and is
not inherited by the onlapping Chinle Formation, it is inferred that caprock deformation occurred
prior to Chinle onlap and the rollover folding and faults overprint the already halokinetically
deformed caprock.

Viable Caprock Deformation Mechanisms Summary
Table 5.1: Summarized table with modes of deformation found at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall and
interpreted mechanisms for each (shaded in blue). The yellow box is predicted caprock
deformation caused by late-Jurassic salt shoulder rollover folding and faulting.

Caprock deformation only occurs within caprock layering and structural styles do not
extend into the overlapping Chinle Formation, for this reason many previously hypothesized
mechanisms like regional tectonic extension, regional tectonic shortening, late-stage Neogene
collapse, and radial faulting during Triassic diapiric doming were eliminated.
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The lack of extensional and contractional features within both the caprock and overburden
resulted in the elimination of the regional extension and regional shortening hypotheses.
Triassic karst collapse was accepted as a mechanism for Bridge Canyon’s Capstone
Breccia Unit. Late-stage Neogene karst collapse was eliminated because dissolution/subsidencerelated faulting observed on the backside of Bridge Canyon does not offset the late-Jurassic
Morrison Formation, suggesting that these faults were associated with a much older mid-Jurassic
dissolution event, not one that occurred during the Neogene.
Diagenetic crystal volume change could be a viable explanation for small-scale folding
within the gypsum and calcite caprock, however this hypothesis was eliminated for larger out-crop
size folding due to the lack of documentation of similar caprock deformation at other caprock
locations that had undergone the same diagenetic mineralogy changes with no similar
deformational styles of that observed at Gypsum Valley. This observation suggests that perhaps
the deformational styles within Gypsum Valley caprock could be more influenced by either the
salt shoulder formation or passive diapiric rise rather than diagenetic processes.
Radial faulting during Triassic diapiric-doming of the study area was eliminated due to the
lack of radially splaying faults observed within both the caprock and overburden strata. Though
passive diapirism likely caused structural highs needed for gravity sliding and subsequent arcuate
caprock outcrop traces, no definitive faulting in a radial pattern could be determined in the field,
therefore revoking this hypothesis as a potential mechanism.
Diapir topography-driven gravity sliding due to continued passive diapiric rise and
associated topographic relief buildup at the inboard margin of the salt shoulder at Gypsum Valley
likely resulted large and small-scale open folding, small-scale faulting, brecciation, and possibly
the curvilinear outcrop tracings found within the caprock.
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Diapiric intrasalt shear is an accepted mechanism for small-scale tight-folding, small-scale
faulting associated with folding, and boudinage within the gypsum caprock. Intrasalt shear could
have also enhanced the separation of carbonate caprock layering due to the underlying ductile
kinematic nature of gypsum caprock and halite body.
Late-Jurassic salt shoulder rollover folding and faulting is accepted as a potential
mechanism for overprinting previously deformed caprock. The folding caused by this mechanism
can be inferred to occur within the caprock due to caprock following structural trends with the
overlying Chinle Formation. Though associated faulting and offset within the caprock could not
be determined to penetrate the caprock in the field due to heavy debris and alluvium cover; the
known age of caprock is prior to the late-Jurassic and so are previously accepted deformation
mechanisms; ultimately suggesting the folding and faulting associated with late-Jurassic
subsidence/dissolutional collapsing event likely offsets and down-folds the caprock layering on
the backside of Bridge Canyon.
5.2 Relative Timing of Different Possible Deformational Events
When interpreting what were the main causes of caprock deformation in the previous
discussion section, three mechanisms were interpreted as viable: 1) diapiric topography-driven
gravity flow, 2) diapiric intrasalt shear, and 3) late-Jurassic shoulder rollover folding and faulting.
The deformation of both carbonate and gypsum caprock in this study likely occurred in three stages
that progressively overprinted the earlier stage of deformation. The first did not affect Chinle and
younger strata and therefore is associated with salt shoulder formation processes prior to Chinle
WHS onlap. The second is associated with continued passive diapiric rise after salt shoulder
formation and prior to cessation of passive diapiric rise in the late Jurassic during deposition of the
Morrison Formation. The third is associated with post-salt shoulder formation dissolution or salt
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withdrawal and subsequent subsidence of the salt shoulder area prior to deposition of the lateJurassic Morrison Formation.
The initial undeformed layered caprock (anhydrite, gypsum, calcite, and dolomite)
formation occurred during the early-Triassic (Figure 5.2A) during Moenkopi Formation deposition
(Poe, 2018; McFarland, 2016). At this time, passive diapirism was taking place and the salt was
either exposed at the surface or buried under a thin roof of Moenkopi strata. Caprock was forming
where NaCl-undersaturated waters dissolved the halite and left both gypsum and anhydrite as an
insoluble residue. To form the carbonate caprock, the anhydrite/gypsum caprock had to have come
in contact with hydrocarbons in the presence of sulfate-reducing bacteria in the shallow subsurface.
The following diagram (Figure 5.2), is a schematic depiction of the interpreted succession
of the three different phases of deformation underwent by the caprock and outboard stratigraphy
in chronological order. The following section provides an in-depth description and analysis of the
three interpreted stages of caprock deformation at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic cross-sectional views of the succession of deformation within the caprock
and overlying stratigraphy. A) Early-Triassic undeformed caprock layering, passive diapiric rise
and salt flow direction, and Dry Creek Minibasin subsidence; B) Stage 1 of deformation: EarlyTriassic continued passive diapiric rise at the inboard margin of the salt shoulder causing
subsequent gravity flow of caprock down towards the salt shoulder; C) Stage 2 of deformation:
Early to Late-Triassic continued passive diapiric rise at the inboard margin of the salt shoulder
and inboard salt flow from the minibasin causing intrasalt shear and formation of boudinage
structures in the gypsum caprock; D) Late-Triassic to Early-Jurassic continued diapiric rise of
the inboard margin of the salt shoulder, salt flow from the minibasin, and continued deposition of
overburden strata up into the late-Jurassic; E) Stage 3 of deformation: late-Jurassic large-scale
dissolution or salt evacuation event from under the salt shoulder causing subsidence-related
shoulder rollover folding and faulting through caprock and overburden strata up into the lateJurassic Entrada Sandstone; F) Latest-Jurassic Morrison Formation deposition over predeformed older strata, causing synclinal geometry fill depicting a later-stage Morrison-age salt
shoulder-type structure.

Caprock Deformation Stage 1: Diapirism Topography-driven Gravity Flow Model
The first stage of caprock deformation is due to continued passive diapirism at the inboard
margin of the salt shoulder creating sufficient topographic relief to initiate gravity-driven mass
wasting of the caprock detached on the gypsum caprock to halite interface. The gravitational mass
wasting initiated prior to deposition of Chinle WHS-1 onlapping strata (Figure 5.2B). This stage
of caprock deformation occurred either before or concurrent with intrasalt shear deformation. The
gravity driven deformation had to occur within only the caprock layering in order to generate the
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caprock clast gravity debris flow/slump breccia deposits found at The Nubbin and Box Canyon.
At The Nubbin, the Capstone Debris Flow Breccia contains previously folded dolomite blocks,
further suggesting that gravity flows could have incorporate caprock layering that was previously
folded by an earlier gravity slump/slide event. The capstone clasts/blocks shed towards the
outboard margin of the salt shoulder were subsequently reworked and incorporated into the debris
flow deposits and fluvial channel fills found within the Chinle WHS-1, WHS-2, and WHS-3 as
these units progressively onlapped the diapiric topography across the salt shoulder.

Caprock Deformation Stage 2: Intrasalt Shear Model
As the salt body is continuing to passively rise at the inboard margin of the salt shoulder,
salt underlying the shoulder structure may be supplying salt to the inboard rising diapir (Figure
5.2C). As the salt shoulder salt flows it might impart shear stress at the transition between flowing
salt and less or non-flowing salt/caprock at the diapir margin (Rowan et al., 2020 in review). This
movement of salt may cause the weaker gypsum caprock in the transition zone to be stretched
resulting in boudinage structures aligning with the direction of flow (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Diagram showing the shear zone of colliding salt movement directions resulting in
extensional structures. A) Cross-sectional view of rising salt direction and salt flow direction from
the outboard Dry Creek Minibasin; B) Zoomed in cross-sectional view of approximate shear zone
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location of the two salt flowage directions along with consequential deformational structures like
boudinage and tight folding of gypsum caprock towards the inboard margin of the diapir.
Within the inferred second stage of deformation, both gypsum and carbonate caprock had
already formed and were being openly folded or tightly folded, depending on proximity to inboard
portion of the diapir. Gypsum caprock is weaker than carbonate caprock and is more likely to
deform with the underlying salt where it is primarily stretched but may also be folded in areas
where the salt flows into a smaller confined area, such as the inboard margin of the salt shoulder
(Figure 5.3B). Gypsum caprock observed at Mary Jane Draw becomes more tightly folded moving
inboard towards the Triassic passive diapir that continued to rise, and where according to Dooley
et al. (2020) the salt moves the fastest; while carbonate caprock is broadly halokinetically drape
folded with the outboard Chinle and younger stratigraphy (Giles and Rowan, 2012). Because
carbonate caprock lacks the mechanical capability to fold like the underlying gypsum caprock, it
is important to mention that structures within the gypsum caprock could have been inherited by
the carbonate caprock during diagenetic mineralogical alteration of gypsum/anhydrite to
carbonate. No literature currently describes the process of carbonate caprock inheriting structures
from its precursor anhydrite/gypsum caprock phase. However, during replacement of sulfate
minerals with carbonate, this inheritance of structures could be possible.

Deformation Stage 3: Mid-Jurassic Shoulder Rollover Folding and Faulting
The final stage of caprock deformation—the late-Jurassic shoulder rollover folding and
faulting observed by McFarland (2016) and Heness et al. (2017) on the backside of Bridge Canyon
and at Box Canyon, likely overprints the previously deformed caprock layering, offsetting and
down-folding the caprock. These faults cannot be determined to continue down into the caprock
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layering, however due to the known age of caprock and determined timing of previously deformed
caprock, it is inferred that these faults likely penetrate down into the caprock and that these faults
become listric, detaching either within the underlying gypsum caprock or at the gypsum/salt
interface. These faults overprint the previously deformed caprock layering, which can be observed
in Figure 5.2E. As mentioned, these faults cannot be determined to penetrate the caprock, however
these faults continue through the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone, further suggesting that the faults
occurred in the late-Jurassic, post-caprock formation and post-salt shoulder formation. According
to Heness et al., 2017, these faults do not penetrate the overlying latest-Jurassic Morrison
Formation, though new literature from Soltero, 2020 and Bailey, 2020, document that the largescale synclinal fill-geometry of the Morrison Formation drapes over the previously deformed
underlying strata forming a new “Morrison Salt Shoulder” structure on top of the previously
outlined Triassic Chinle Shoulder (Figure 5.2F).
5.3 Caprock Association with the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder Structure
Recent studies suggest salt shoulders may be intimately associated with caprock formation
(Giles et al., 2017, McFarland, 2016, and Heness et al., 2017). However, this study of the Gypsum
Valley Salt Shoulder and Triassic caprock shows that the layered gypsic and carbonate caprock
likely formed prior to development of the salt shoulder and was exhumed during the regional
erosional event that formed the near-diapir angular unconformity at the base of the Chinle
Formation. The unconformity is roughly synchronous with salt shoulder formation that initiated
the differential diapiric topography that started to gravitationally fail resulting in deformation of
the caprock. Deformation clearly post-dates caprock formation. Salt shoulder formation was also
synchronous with possible intra-salt shear deformation of the caprock. Progressive halokinetic
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drape folding of the salt shoulder during deposition of the onlapping Chinle Formation resulted in
formation of Chinle WHS-1, WHS-2, WHS-3, and WHS-4.
Although caprock formation is not directly tied to Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder
development, the most evident caprock deformation mechanism—diapirism-related topographydriven gravity slide is connected. What makes a salt shoulder structure unique is the abrupt inboard
step of the diapir margin due to passive diapiric rise. This irregular structural high is accepted to
have caused a majority of caprock deformation at Gypsum Valley, ultimately suggesting the same
components needed for salt shoulder formation is directly related to those that caused a majority
of caprock deformation at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall. This relationship could also explain why the
Rim Dolomite in South Australia—which formed on the crest of an allochthonous salt sheet, lacks
similar structures found within dolomite caprock at Gypsum Valley. The Rim Dolomite did not
form on a salt shoulder. It formed over a roughly horizontal spreading salt sheet, which lacked
topography to drive slumping, except off the front of the advancing salt sheet. This process
generates slumped folded caprock clast mass wasting deposits that are integrally interfingering
with sediments in the adjacent minibasin. But it does not produce the style of caprock deformation
documented at Gypsum Valley.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Capstone Mineralogy/Fabric Types Mapped at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
Capstone mineralogies present at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall include dolomite, calcite, and
gypsum. Dolomite caprock is observed at all four field sites. Calcite caprock is observed at Box
Canyon, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw. Gypsum caprock is only observed at Bridge
Canyon and Mary Jane Draw. Mary Jane Draw contains the most variety on both capstone fabric
type and mineralogy type, while The Nubbin contains the least. Dolomite massive capstone units
are the most abundant caprock outcrop at Gypsum Valley Salt Wall.
The four field sites contain all five dolomite capstone fabric varietals—massive, laminated,
crackle breccia, disorganized, and porphyritic. At Box Canyon, calcite massive and laminated
fabric types are present. At Bridge Canyon, calcite massive, laminated, banded, and disorganized
breccia fabric types can be found and within the gypsum capstone units, only gypsum massive
fabric is observed. Mary Jane Draw contains calcite capstone fabrics including: massive,
laminated, banded, and disorganized breccia. Mary Jane Draw also contains gypsum massive,
microlaminated, and banded fabric types.
6.2 Capstone Structure Types, Distributions, and Approximate Deformational Timing at
Gypsum Valley Salt Wall
Caprock fabric type does not play a significant role in types of structures that are found
within caprock, however there is a trend with caprock mineralogical variety and abundance of
deformational structures. Most folding, both large and small-scale open and tight folding occurs
within either gypsum massive capstone layers or dolomite massive capstone layers. Very little
deformation is observed within the calcite capstone units other than small fabric-scale plastic-
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deformational folding likely related to diagenetic processes observed within laminated and banded
calcite capstone fabric outcrop.
Small-scale open folding is observed at the four field sites within the dolomite capstone
units. Small-scale open folding within gypsum capstone units can only be observed at Mary Jane
Draw. Small-scale tight folding is observed at The Nubbin within a dolomite massive/crackle
breccia capstone unit and at Mary Jane Draw within a gypsum massive/microlaminated capstone
unit. Large-scale folding is observed within dolomite caprock units at all four field sites. Largescale folding within the gypsum massive capstone units are observed at both Bridge Canyon and
Mary Jane Draw. Small-scale faulting associated with small-scale folding is found within dolomite
massive, crackle, and disorganized breccia units at The Nubbin and Box Canyon; and within
gypsum laminated/microlaminated capstone units at Mary Jane Draw. Large-scale faulting within
the caprock layering is assumed where overlying fault offset of the Chinle Formation and Wingate
Sandstone are observed at Bridge Canyon and Mary Jane Draw. Small-scale boudin structures are
observed at Mary Jane Draw within gypsum microlaminated/laminated capstone units.
Capstone Breccia Units are observed at The Nubbin, Box Canyon, and Bridge Canyon. At
The Nubbin and Box Canyon, the Capstone Breccia Units were interpreted to have formed due to
diapir topography-driven gravity sliding in the form of debris flows or slump deposits. The
Capstone Breccia Unit at Bridge Canyon was interpreted to be a paleokarst breccia formed by
Triassic karst collapse within calcite capstone layering.
Deformation within the caprock layering at all four field sites does not extend into the
overlying Chinle Formation, concluding that all deformation within the caprock layering occurred
prior to Chinle WHS-1 depositional onlap onto the salt.
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6.3 Determined Caprock Deformation Mechanisms
Gypsum and carbonate caprock deformation occurred as a three-stage process. The first
stage of deformation was related to continued passive diapiric rise at the inboard margin of the salt
shoulder where already formed caprock layering glided downward towards the salt shoulder’s
outboard margin and underwent small and large-scale open and tight folding, small-scale faulting
associated with small-scale folding, and debris flow-related breccia deposition.
The second stage, which either occurred during or after the first phase was diapiric intrasalt
shear. During this phase gypsum and carbonate caprock underwent large and small-scale open
folding driven by the underlying salt movement. Gypsum caprock was able to move ductiley with
the salt, which allowed for the gypsum to deform into tight folds and if the salt was extensionally
moving, intra-gypsum shales were able to form boudin structures. Carbonate caprock was not able
to fully maneuver like the underlying salt and gypsum caprock, though it is speculated that folding
within the carbonate caprock could partly be attributed to structural inheritance from the precursor,
previously deformed gypsum caprock during diagenetic alteration.
The third and final stage of caprock deformation is associated with late-Jurassic shoulder
rollover folding and faulting related to late-Jurassic large-scale dissolution or evacuation of halite
underlying the salt shoulder. This stage of deformation overprinted the previous two deformation
stages and caused fault offset and large-scale antiformal folding of caprock and overburden strata
up into the late-Jurassic Entrada Sandstone.
6.4 Caprock Deformation Association with the Gypsum Valley Salt Shoulder Structure
This study confirms that there is no direct link with Gypsum Valley’s Salt Shoulder
structure and caprock formation, though there is a tie between caprock deformation and salt
shoulder development. Structural high formation and subsequent gravity sliding—which accounts
120

for a majority of caprock deformation, is directly dependent on passive diapiric rise at the inboard
margin of the diapir, similar to what is necessary for salt shoulder development in general; thus,
creating a link between the two.
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